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ment is slightly more than 15,000. While

U.S. News & World Report recognized JMU's

our enrollment has been relatively stable,

service-learning program as one of the

current demand for admission to JMU

nation's 25 best. More than 1,500 JMU

continues to grow, and we find ourselves

students volunteer their time and ener-

in the difficult position of having to de-

gies each year to more than 100 area civic

cline many outstanding applicants. This
past year, we received more than 16,000

02 year began, we opened a new facility

class of around 3,300.

that has been high on the wish list for faculty members and students for many

factors have combined to create a major

years -

budget shortfall in Virginia. This

major addition containing a conference

a 500-vehicle parking deck. A

necessitates budget cuts in public uni-

center was added to the College Center

versities and colleges as well as all other

with the opening of the Leeolou Alumni

state agencies. At this time, the state
budget picture remains increasingly pessimistic for the 2002-04 biennium, and we
are dealing with cuts in our budget in a

A new academic year is an appropri-

New Facilities: Shortly after the 2001-

applications for an entering freshman
Budget Shortfall: A variety of

2

clubs and agencies.

Center, giving our alumni association for the first time ever -

a major facility

to call its own.
Private Giving Increases: The need

manner designed to minimize the effect

for private funding has become even more

they will have on our academic programs.

critical for JMU, and the past year was

It is certainly our hope that the state's rev-

characteristic of our increasing efforts to

enue picture will improve. However, no

raise private funds. Total private giving to

immediate end to the budgetary problem

the university in 200 J -02 increased by 7

is in sight.

percent over the previous year -

from

ate time to look back at some of the high

Academic Excellence: In addition to

$5.6 million to a record $6 million. Annual

points of JMU's 2001-02 academic year.

JMU's being recognized in national publi-

private support for JMU has more than
doubled in five years.

I've briefly described here what we found

cations, there have been many other activi-

in our look back. My more in-depth review

ties and recognitions that illustrate the

of the year is available at http://www.jmu.

excellence of JMU's academic programs.

A Bright Future: I have been a part of
James Madison University since I 975, and

JMU has quickly become a national

I remain excited about the university's past,

National Recognitions Continue:

leader in technology and is one of 36 uni-

present and future. Still, it is not a perfect

Independent studies again cited JMU

versities in the nation recognized by the

world. Our funding is far less than it should

repeatedly as one of America's finest col-

National Security Agency as a Center of

be. We need additional faculty members,

leges or universities. U.S. News & World

Academic Excellence in Information Assur-

staff members and facilities to fully sup-

Report has cited -

ance Education. JMU's first Ph.D. program

port top-quality programs for our out-

-

standing student body. Even with the needs

edu/president/sept2002_letter.html.

-

for nine years in a row

JMU as the best public master's-level

university in the South. It was one of many

a research doctorate in communica-

tion sciences and disorders -

began this

that we have, I am extremely optimistic

national publications to praise JMU's qual-

fall. Faculty members from throughout

about the future of our university. I con-

ity. The author of one guidebook summed

the university community received a mul-

tinue to have great pride in JMU and all

things up nicely when he wrote: "JMU is

titude of individual honors and recogni-

the people associated with it. We are con-

almost too perfect to be believed."

tions during the past year. I have listed the

fident this will be another wonderful year
for the university.

Enrollment Stabilizing: At my inau-

major awards in my year-end review on

guration in 1999, I announced that JMU's

the Web at http://www.jmu.edu/president/

enrollment would stabilize after reaching

sept2002_letter.html.

previously agreed-upon state enrollment

Student Involvement: As always, JMU

projections. With relatively modest increases

students demonstrated that the learning

Linwood H. Rose

during the last few years, our current enroll-

process continues outside the classroom.

President

TAKE ANOTHER
LITTLE PIECE OF MY
HEART NOV\/, BABY
Her art is more than a public monument.
Reaching out with heart and mosaics, professor Beryl Solla gives a piece of herself and
mends communities with broken tiles.
Cover art by Beryl Solla and Ann Hess
Cover photos by James Yates and Wayne Gehman

CONSTITUTION DAY
The spirit and character of James Madison mark the
university's celebration of Constitution Day 2002 with
a symposium on the fourth president and the unveiling of a life-size Madison statue -

a gift from the

MORE PURSUITS
4 Readers' letters to the editor
make their debut in Montpelier's
22807 section.

Bruce and Lois Forbes ('64) family.

.JMU'S FAVORITE
MONARCHIST

9 JMU is ready and willing to lead
the biotech education wave in
the commonwealth.

History professor Lee Congdon, author of three books
on the Great Generation of Hungarian intellectuals,
admits his own intellectual kinship lies with Europe.
Baseball, however, redeems his all-American loyalties.

WOODLAND WIZARD
The nation's leading expert on an oak-killing microbe,
biology graduate Dave Rizzo ('83) is trying to halt the
disease that's endangering dozens of plants, including
the giant redwoods, and possibly oozing its way east.

A LESSON IN
TEAM-TEACHING

14 You gotta dig the Madisons;
students help unearth Mount
Pleasant, James' boyhood home.

20 Six JMU athletes share more
than Dukesterhood. They're also
sports legacies.

38 These alumni know what's kickin'.
They constitute the Pity 'da Fool
roster, a team in the World Adult
Kickball Association.

Jess and Jazz have been team-teaching autistic children
for years, helping to earn the human in this partnership, Jessica Kahn ('91), a rare certification by the
National Board for Professional Teaching Standards.

Montpelier tells the JMU story by telling
the stories of JMU people.

all together one,,.
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mantpelier ,uts loam,
letters make debut
It has always been the philosophy of JMU
to include everyone in the life of the university.
Now, however, with the condition of the Virginia state budget, severe cuts are pending as
we go to the printer with this issue of Montpelier. We won't know about the specific cuts until
later this semester, but they will affect )MU,
including Montpelier.
While we have mailed Montpelier to all alumni
and parents in the past, the magazine will not
be able to maintain its current circulation of
80,000. Unfortunately, you might not receive the
next issue of Montpelier in February 2003.
That's because, as the JMU administration
decides how to implement cuts, it will, of course,
preserve teaching as its No. I priority. What is
most important, as you'll agree, and what Montpelier has always tried to show, is the learning that
occurs at )MU when students team with professors in the classroom, in the lab and in the field
and when they take part in the university's vibrant
student life.
There is a way to continue to receive Montpelier and help )MU educate students. If you
are a donor to )MU in this or the past fiscal year
you will receive Montpelier. A gift to JMU by Dec.
31 of this year will ensure that the next issue
arrives in your mailbox. You will continue to
receive four issues of Montpelier as long as you
make a gift each year.
Gifts to the Madison Fund, the Duke Club,
a planned gift or an endowment qualify. To learn
how to make a gift, please call (800) 296-6162
or send a check to JMU, Office of Development,
MSC 2603, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
Your gift will help )MU continue its mission
to prepare educated and enlightened citizens.
This is, after all, why we're here.
In addition, Montpelier will help you stay in
touch with your alma mater and offer new fea tures and departments that give you a voice and
continue to make JMU feel like home.
You're reading our newest addition now our new letters to the editor forum. We're calling it "22807" - the ZIP code exclusive to JMU.
We have long looked forward to this department, which is one of the hallmarks of a topquality university magazine and traditionally one
of its most popular sections. It offers you, the
reader, the opportunity to respond to stories and
issues raised in the magazine, and provides us,
the staff, with valuable feedback about how we
can continually improve the magazine.
We always look forward to hearing from you
and pay close attention to your comments.
Keep those great story ideas coming.
Pam Brock
Editor

DISASTER RELIEF
I am writing to thank you
and all your colleagues for the
wonderful job you did with the
Montpelier cover story about
my disaster work. One of the
nicest consequences of this
project is that I have heard
from so many former stu- " - / -...- ~
dents who have read the article. It
has been great catching up with them and learning how our work together has influenced their
lives. My relatives also enjoyed reading the article.
I should mention that my brothers were delighted
to point out that "Disaster" was plastered across
my chest on the cover.
Lennie Echterling
)MU psychology professor

THE [OST OF monEY
I received my issue of Montpelier today, and
turned to it with the same interest I have had in
every previous issue. After a stunned pause to
ponder the photographic praise of rich, white
men on Pages 30 and 31, I did a double take
through the entire issue with disappointment.
It's not bad enough as a misrepresentation of
the )MU community that people of color are
missing from almost every page of the current
issue (exceptions are a brief mention of Sports
Illustrated and a last-page sidebar, "American
Dreamers"). I found it especially telling and
disturbing that the feature article, "The Cost of
Money;' visually drives home the point that in
the aggregate, financial success knows no diversity - a hefty cost, indeed, as much to those
with the money as to those without. As much
as I have enjoyed Montpelier in the past, and
even appreciate the theme of entrepreneurship
as an appropriate one in the spirit of James
Madison, my belief that JMU is so much more
than this issue conveys compels me to point
out the glaring absence of non-white races and
ethnicities, and women, among the entrepreneurs chosen. I daresay this issue will fail to
capture the attention of the more than half the
readership it fails to represent, except those
among that group who, like me, are disenchanted
by its narrowness.
Amy Leary ('93)
Charlotte, N.C.

•

The Summer 2002 Montpelier m agazine
article "The Cost of Money" is a shameful embarrassment. Edie Jeffer's article does not focus on
gender perspective but on "top-rung JMU entrepreneurs." Not one woman entrepreneur out of

10 profiles! This is a most serious reflection on
)MU. Surely )MU must have some successful
alumni female entrepreneurs?
Pat Anderson ('99P)
Rye,N.H.

EDITOR'S RESPOn5E: We were surprised too. The
magazine staff scoured the alumni base and
exhausted contacts looking for female and minority entrepreneurs and found none who operate
on the scale of those individuals in the "Cost of
Money" story. That said, it is always possible that
there are some of you out there about whom
we don't know. If so, please get in touch. Nothing would please our (predominantly female)
staff more.

PROFESSORS YOU LOVE
The )MU community lost a truly wonderfu l professor on July 13, 2001, with the death of
Dr. Marion Doss of the political science department. Dr. Doss was extrem ely intelligent and
always had an interesting story to share from his
vast life experiences. He was a graduate of the
U.S. Naval Academy, received a master's in public administration from Harvard and a juris
doctor and master's in law and taxation from
William and Mary. You could always count on
him to be available for help outside of class. I
learned a lot about criminal justice from his
classes. His lectures were informative and supplemented with projects, such as attending local
court hearings that broaden the scope of learning. He also gave his time as the faculty adviser
for our criminal justice fraternity, Lambda Alpha
Epsilon. I may not always remember all the criminal law statutes he taught me, but in addition
to textbook knowledge, Dr. Doss also taught his
students Ii fe lessons. I will always be thankful
for his approach to helping students. He never
imposed his opinion; he always encouraged us
to think for ourselves. Dr. Doss was o n sabbatical during the semester I was debating which
field I should get my master's in, and he came
in to help me with my decisions and wrote letters of recommendations for me. I'm now in a
wonderful criminal justice program at Eastern
Kentucky University. I would have never found
this place without his direction and support. I
am very appreciative for everything I learned
from him, and he will be greatly missed.
Lauren Tucker ('OO)
Richmond, Ky.

•

I recently read your spring edition of Montpelier. I especially enjoyed reading about Dr. Paul
Cline. I had Dr. Cline for numerous political
science classes in 1978-79. He was an excellent
professor and a great guy.
Fred Bean ('79)
Carlisle, Pa.

•

I particularly enjoyed this issue [Spring 2002]
because it featured a favorite teacher, Dr. Ralph

Cohen, who teaches Shakespeare, although I
studied it with Dr. Louis Locke. The C-SPAN
feature of alumni that are successful, the feature
after 9-11, and the broadcasting fellow was
interesting too. Where is Kissing Rock? I would
like to see more articles about alumni, profiles
of their business success; and I like the "how
they met" stories in the Class Notes, too.
Jane Wesley ('76)
San Francisco, Calif.

are representing our country abroad by serving
the people of the developing world as Peace
Corps volunteers. The Peace Corps and JMU
have developed a significant relationship over
the years. My son goes to )MU and really likes
being there. Thanks for your recent story about
the Peace Corps.
Lloyd P. Pierson
Peace Corps chief of staff
Washington, D.C.

DISABILITY [OfflPlEHITIES

URS5 OF 1959

I just read about Leigh Buckley ["Can-do
Kid;' Summer 2002] . I'd like to confer with her
in reference to the kids they have mentored. I
have a child with a visual learning disability. I
wonder how many children they work with have
this too, perhaps undiagnosed. Children with
20/20 vision have visual problems and can be
labeled as ADHD and slow learners, etc. This
need not be the case. Help is out there.
Sue Jeffrey Reese ('82)
Chesterfield, Va.

What an amazing insight into our friendship you garnered and were able to express in
the Montpelier article ["Reflections of the class
of 1959"] in the Winter 2002 issue. There should
be no doubt that we enjoyed our year together
at Madison College. When I was a student, getting an education that would prepare me for
employment seemed of utmost importance.
Madison College did a good job with this. I
didn't realize that what I would remember most
was the relationships that were encouraged.
Who can I go back and thank for the placement
of six girls (five tra nsfer students and one
exchange student) in that suite? A tribute to the
unsung heroes who do this job! Thank you for
being so generous with your time, for your good
humor and for helping six ladies of the "old
school" relive some fond memories.
Judy Grove Kinter ('59)
White Post, Va.

WHO GIVES?
Several people we know have mentioned seeing our photo on the back cover ["Who Gives?"
Winter 2002] and said it was a good idea. Now
I hope you'll hear from more folks about the
message of making a gift to )MU. Maybe more
teachers might express that idea and carry it
o ut, too.
Alpha Spitzer ('37)
Bridgewater, Va.

ffl1S5ID6 fflRRY ETIER ('34)
I student-taught for Mary Etter in 1963
and have stayed in touch with her over the years
since then. Last month, while visiting in Northern Virginia, I planned to make my usual stop
to see her on my way back to North Carolina. I
tried caJJing, but got no answer. Upon reading
Montpelier and seeing the "In Memoriam" column, I was saddened to read about Mrs. Etter's
passing. I know she was very active with )MU
until fairly recently, and we had visited many
times in her lovely home on West Market Street.
She was a treasure and an inspiration to me in
many ways, not only in her teaching, but in the
way she lived her life and served her community.
Carol B. Wootton ('63)
Leicester, N.C.

FEEL THE POWER
I am pleased to inform you that James Madison University ranks No. 18 nationally on the list
of colleges and universities with alumni currently serving as Peace Corps ["Feel the Power;'
Winter 2002] volunteers. Throughout the years,
your institution has made a tremendous contribution to this agency's global legacy of public service. This ranking certainly reflects the
high caliber of the students who attend your
institution. Today, 39 of your talented students

WE'RE BlUSHID6
I look forward eagerly to receiving Montpelier. It's a beautiful statement of JMU's outstanding progress.
Jean Chenoweth ('44)
Taneytown, Md.
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Your letters to the editor are

wel,ame

Montpelier welcomes your letters about

stories and issues raised in the magazine.
Letters are subject to editing, and not all
letters can be published, nor can they be returned. Letters must include your name,
address, daytime phone number or e-mail
address. So that we may properly identify
you to readers, please tell us your class
year or whether you are a parent, professor or student. Anonymous letters will not
be published.

Send yaur letters ta:
22807, Montpelier, Medical Arts West,

MSC 5718, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA, 22807
or e-mail us at montpelier@jmu.edu

fflADISOD

this campus. And it is fitting

politics and government were

for the university to dedicate a

an unfortunate necessity,

piece of artwork and honor a

'because men aren't angels ...'

man who turned 18th-century

He believed that you don't

ideals into the spectacularly

need government to reach

successful political artwork of

some higher ideal. Higher

the Constitution."

ideals of life lay elsewhere,

Constitution Day speakers
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Constitution Day 2002
The spirit and character

outside of politics and gov-

applied James Madison's ideas

ernment -

and vision to issues of the 21st

religion or family."

in economics,

century. John Samples, who

Tom Palmer, Cato Univer-

directs the Cato Center for

sity director, discussed multi-

Representative Government,

cu I tu ra I ism and Madison,

addressed President George

whom he called "one of the

Bush's call for a regime change

most important political

in Iraq. For Madison, however

thinkers of all time." Palmer

ready to participate in just wars

expressed concern over calls

and to defend the nation, war

to " improve" on Madison's

was "something to be skeptical

system and correct historical

about" and "among the most

imbalances and oppression

dangerous of all enemies of

with "differential rights based

liberty . .. because it increases

on discrete social groups and

the power of the executive,"

group voices."

panel discussion, book signing

Samples said. Madison would

But Madison's concept of

M

of James Madison, the man,

and lecture by history profes-

support a war against Iraq if

equality, based on individual

A
D

was palpable on campus Sept.

sor Chris Arndt.

it were pre-emptive of attack

rights, doesn't need improve-

I

s
D

17, as the JMU community

During the day's second

or action by Iraq, Samples said.

ment, Palmer explained. Madi-

marked Constitution Day with

unveiling, SGA President Levar

Madison believed that the

son "embraced pluralism. ...

N
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a symposium on the fourth

Stoney said, 'Tm proud to be

American people's grant of

He extolled diversity and ex-
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president and two unveilings.

part of an institution that em-

power from to the govern-

tended diversity of particular-
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The Cato Institute, a public

braces education and commu-

ment was limited to the pow-

ized interests so that no one

policy research fotmdation, un-

nity service. We do Mr. Madi-

ers enumerated in the Con-

group or sect can gather

veiled its book of essays, James

son's legacy great justice today."

stitution. That was why he

enough power to dominate the

Madison and the Future of

On behalf of JMU stu-

initially thought a Bill of .

others!' When there was differ-

Limited Government, with lec-

dents, Stoney thanked Bruce

Rights superfluous, Samples

entiating to be done, Madison

tures by contributing writers

and Lois Forbes ('64), their

explained. "Madison felt that

did so between interests and

John Samples and Tom G.

son, Jeff ('90, '92M), and their

passions on one hand and

Palmer. The collection's essays

daughter-in-law, Stephanie

rights and the public good
on the other.

were first presented at the Cato

('92, '93M), who were on hand

Institute's 200 l celebration of

for the unveiling of a bronze,

James Madison's 250th birth-

"Our republic secures more

life-size statue of)ames Madi-

liberty and more prosperity for

day. The institute chose to un-

son that the family contributed

more people than any other

veil its book at JMU because

to JMU.

of the university's visible effort

President Linwood H. Rose

to celebrate and honor James

said, "By their faithful support,

]MU President Linwood Rose,

throughout human history,"

SGA President Levar Stoney,
Lois ('64) and Bruce Forbes help

Palmer concluded.
JMU history professor

Madison. The scholars' lectures

the Forbes family has given

dedicate the Madison statue,

Chris Arndt described the

were followed by a luncheon,

JMU a place of prominence on

donated by the Forbes family.

Constitutional Convention as

a "work in progress. The Articles of Confederation in 1777
left much power to individual
states, but convention member
Benjamin Franklin said, 'We
are here to change these venerable old ideals."'

Drum major Lance Pedigo ('96)
leads the Colonial Williamsburg Fifes and Drums.
Constitution al framers
argued state versus individual
rights, much as today's politicians argue the 2001 Patriot's
Act, which changes the balance
between individual rights and
national security. Do the Constitution's checks and balances
go away in times of crisis like
Sept. 11?
"The framers used a convention format so a standing
legislature would not set its
own power and self interests;'
Arndt explained. "There are all
sorts of checks and balances
afforded in the framer's Constitution. It's a skeleton that gives
muscle and sinew to each new
generation. It's a continuing
work in progress."
Read more by visiting

Montpelier online <www.jmu.
edu/montpelier> and clicking
on the Full Monty icon.~

appointed to a national advi-

pleases me to realize that the

sory committee by the presi-

efforts of our faculty is being

dent of the United States;' says

recognized in this manner."

Rose. "I am most grateful to

JMU is one of 36 universi-

serve on a committee with

ties recognized by the National

individuals to serve as mem-

some of the nation's most

Security Agency as Centers of

bers of the National Infrastruc-

important business, industrial

Academic Excellence in Infor-

ture Advisory Committee.

and political leaders."

mation Assurance Education.

The NIAC will make rec-

Rose credits his appoint-

JMU and George Mason Uni -

ommendations regarding the

ment to work that is taking

versity head a $6.5 million

security of the cyber and infor-

place at JMU on information

project tackling the legal, tech-

mation systems of U.S. national

security. "This appointment is

nical and policy issues in pro-

security and economic critical

a direct result of the tremen-

tecting the nation's computer

infrastructures. The committee

dous job that JMU and its

systems from cyber-attack.

will also examine ways that

outstanding faculty members

NIAC members represent

public and private partnerships

are doing in the field of cyber

major sectors of the economy

can improve cyber security.

security," he says. "JMU has

- banking and finance, trans-

emerged as a national leader

portation, information tech-

"I am honored and pleased
to be the only college president

in information security and it

nology and manufacturing. ~

Priuate giving
up 7 perEent
Private gifts to JM U increased by 7 percent -

from

$5.6 million to $6 million during the 2001 -02 fiscal year.
The total number of don ors
was 11,272, and 20 percent of
alumni contributed. "Our total
is a significant increase, particularly considering the slow
national economy and dropping stock market;' says Kathy
Stafford, vice president for
university advancement.
The $6 million total

in-

cludes $4.9 million given to
JMU's general development
program and $1.1 million to
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Dictionary spurts
student
---reviewers
Be~
Three May 2002
graduates, Sara

D~y
A"1/etic

Training

Lynn Gerhardt,

by the Southern Sociological
Society. The award honors
universities, departments, indi-

Adding up hanars
The Virginia Society of Cer-

nection raised $558,104, and
the class of 1952 gave the
largest reunion gift of $32,134.~

viduals, institutions or groups
for outstanding contributions

tified Public Accountants hon-

to the teaching of sociology

ored Peter Gorecki ('03) of

at both the undergraduate and

West Simsburg, Conn., with its

graduate levels. JMU's pro-

2002 Award of Achievement

gram was cited for excellence

Mathew Sar-

for academic excellence in

in meshing theory and meth-

torio and Krista

accounting studies. The VSCPA

ods through a curriculum that

Steckman, served as formal

recognized 53 other univer-

requires all majors to complete

student reviewers of the 2002

sity and high school students

the sociological foundations

Quick Reference Dictionary for

with the award. Winners are

course, three courses that intro-

Athletic Training. The 351-

selected by accounting faculty

page handbook was edited by

members at their respective

Julie Bernier, Ph.D., a certified

schools. The VSCPA has more

athletics trainer at Plymouth

than 7,800 members who work

State College, and published

in public accounting, industry,

by Slack Inc. Gerhardt, Sarto-

government and education.

rio and Steckman are cited in

athletics. The Madison Con-

duce the major paradigms in
sociology and a senior seminar.
"JMU students are learning
in a way that students typically
don't learn until they get to
graduate school," says sociol-

MfiEiiiiil

Excellence
James Madison University
extends its sincere thanks to
the following donors for making
a difference at JMU Between
May 16 and Aug. 12, 2002, these
friends made charitable gifts
of $50,000 or more. Their contributions help JMU increase
its margin of excellence in
higher education.
Alvin V. Baird Jr. and Nancy
Chappelear Baird ('40)
Harrisonburg, Va.
Alvin V. and Nancy C. Baird

Professorship for Attention and
Learning Disabilities
Estate of Mary S. Etter ('34)
Harrisonburg, Va.

Ruth B. Spitzer Music Scholarship and the Perry and Mabel
Spitzer Endowed Scholarship

the "Acknowledgements" sec-

Big satialagy pidure

ogy professor Mary Lou Wylie,

tion of the book, and all three

JMU's undergraduate sociol-

head of the Department of

students passed the national

ogy program received the first

Sociology and Anthropology.

Stephen R. Leeolou ('78) and
Mary "Dee Dee" Leeolou ('78)

examination to become certi-

Distinguished Contributions

She adds, "Our students get the

Charlotte, N.C.
Leeolou Alumni Center Project

fied athletics trainers.

to Teaching Award presented

bigger picture.~

JMU poised to lead education component of

A JMU professor, planning

One aspect of biotechnol-

to advise a board studying Vir-

ogy is the manufacture of pro-

ginia's biotechnology future,

ducts from living organisms.

foresees JMU's becoming the

Current products are prima-

state's top educator in the field.

rily pharmaceutical and sec-

The board's co-chair agrees.

ondarily agricultural.

Robert McKown, who

Gov. Mark Warner created

teaches biotechnology to inte-

the Virginia Biotechnology

grated science and technology

Initiative in June, charging its

majors, is expected to testify

board with making recom -

on research-to-business transi-

mendations to enhance the

tions and workforce develop-

state's strength in the industry.

ment to the advisory board for

McKown addressed the board

the Virginia Biotechnology Ini-

during statewide meetings this

tiative, says Brandon J. Price,

summer. Their recommenda-

state board co-chair.

tions are due Nov. 15.

9

"There are no academic

Price also chairs the Virginia

veloping an agent to treat dry

programs that address work-

Biotechnology Association, an

eyes based on research at U.Va.

force development in the bio-

industry board which McKown

JMU's biotech future may

manufacturing area. JMU can

also serves. McKown notes bio-

include training programs for

take the lead," says McKown.

technology is one of the most

high school and community

popular concentrations in the

college students and an inter-

epicenter in developing quali-

major. He describes the lab as

disciplinary biotechnology

fied people who can work in

"hands-on. Students see how a

major, McKown says. "We've

the biotechnology industry,"

manufacturing platform oper-

tried for years to get a gover-

says Price, president of the

ates, know the technology

"Right now, JMU is at the

Florida- and Blacksburg-based

behind it and learn things like

Goodwin Biotechnology Inc.

quality assurance and analyt-

He calls JMU "second to none

ical instrumentation."

in the commonwealth and

Thirteen students, includ-

In the last decade, biotechnology supplied Virginia with

maybe in the whole country"

ing National Science Founda-

$1.6 billion in new c'}Pital and

in that venture.

tion research award winner

4,700 new jobs, Warner said in

Amy Goss, have completed

June. The board may recom-

Biomanufacturing

programs in the lab. Their work

mend internship incentives,

Laboratory with funding from

McKown started up the
CISAT

involved a class exercise trans-

legislation to increase owner-

Virginia's Manufacturing Inno-

ferring fluorescence genes from

ship rights, and transference of

vation Center last fall. The

jellyfish to bacteria; manufac-

research and development tax

laboratory is the first of its

turing products for two bio-

credits, Price says.~

kind in the state.

technology companies; and de-

- Chris Edwards

Through a state grant program, the Broward County Art
and Design Committee commissioned Solla to do a piece
for the center's main entrance.
Solla could have easily researched a 12-step program on
the Intern et or read an Alcoholics Anonymous brochure,
but she chose to meet the misery of addiction face to face.
"This center is a lifeboat for
these women," says Solla. "The
cooks work hard; the counselors work so hard for these
women. And they, in turn,
work hard to recover and get
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The American cultural debate over earmarking federal funds for public art has been fought from the

R

art studio to city hall to political rallies. Opponents of public art projects call them eyesores, moral corrup-

I
T

tions or a misuse of tax dollars. But a few artists are changing the hearts of even the staunchest critics.

s

y

their Iives back."
Solla interviewed everyone from cook to counselor
to addict and decided on a
mural of symbolism -

a piece

featuring colorful hearts and
hand s in broken tiles set
against a black and white backgro und. "Some of the women
helped make tiles and some
chose to write affirmations on
tiles shaped like their hands,"
says Solla, remembering vivid
details of each addict's story.

Few could argue against the public art mosaics of Beryl Solla. She's taking broken tiles and mend-

Some could only write their
childrens' names. But each of
these affirmations meant so

ing communities.

very much to these women.

"I believe that public art

scribes Solla's work truer to

In Coral Springs, Fla., at the

Now, their affirmations

should reflect the needs and

form. "For Solla, mosaic is a

Booher Addiction and Recov-

permanently color the center's

interests of the people in the

metaphor: broken tile that

ery Center for Women, Solla

entrance, where newly recover-

community;' says Solla. "When

mends shattered lives."

possible, I involve community

In the centuries-old tech-

created Home of the Brave,

ing addicts begin a journey

and named it for the individual

out of the dark hole of addic-

members in my art by incor-

nique of mosaic art, Solla

porating their history or by

pieces together fragments of

"These women were at their

inviting them to make tiles

glass, ceramic, stone and clay to

lowest;' Solla says, "They were

invited her back to do a second

with me."

create intricate patterns within

former prostitutes and women

project, including a small foun-

a unified whole. Solla has used

with severe drug and alcohol

tain patio and entranceway.

the technique to pull together

addictions -

She's far too modest.

..... _.. _ .____

JoAnn Loctav, coauthor of

--

bravery of its inhabitants.

The Art of Mosaic Design, de-

the pieces of communities.

____

women who had

lost their children."

tion. Solla's work so inspired
the center's staff, that they

"I believe in the ability of

--

art to communicate in real

II

ii

~

ways, not j ust aes thetically,"

line of hum an shapes holding

says Solla. "That's why I have

hands, but it was hard to get

co mmunity m emb ers h elp

some of our participants to even

make tiles, discuss content or

hold hands for a photograph."

in st all the mosa ics . I lo ve

The mosaic, commissioned

teach in g a nd invo lvin g m y

for th e police station, is 15 feet

students in these co mmunity

tall and features a yellow police

projects. I tell my st udents,

bad ge over a black and white

'w hy wait for so m e ga ll e r y

background. "The police wanted

director to never call; get o ut

to instill a sense of mutual trust

in t he co mm un ity and put

in the community," says Solla.

yo ur energy to good use."'

"So, the silho uettes of police-

Solla began her fo urth year

men and co mmunity members

teaching three-di men sio n a l

a re eac h a littl e bl ac k a nd a

drawi ng and general edu ca ti on

little whi te. By th e end of o ur

art classes at JMU this fall. She

project, so me of the partici-

gave up an 18-year tenu re d

pants beca me friends."

facu lty position at Barry Uni versity in Miami, when she and
her husband deci ded th at th ey

"

Bro ke n til es tr a n sfo rm in g li ves.
There is no associati on, gal-

wanted to raise their child ren in

lery o r muse um in th e United

place more comm unity oriented.

States dedi ca ted to m osaic art.

"We researched the who le

Beryl Solla does n't need one.

country," she says, "and fo un d

Her ar t li ves in th e h ea rts o f

the best climate, quali ty of life

each co mmuni ty m ember she

and sense of comm unity in this

has to uched .~

part of Virgi nia."

H

- Michelle Hite ('88)

Solla's sense of com munity
was instilled by an undergradu ate art professor at Florida
International Un ive rsity. " I

Fragments of ceramic tile in

named my first so n after hi m,"

Beryl Solla's public mosaics pull

she says. "He taught me abo ut

together the pieces of communi-

the artist's responsibi li ty to

ties. At left: Dade County's St.

commun ity, and it is so tru e.
Even before I began public art,

Agnes Rainbow Village Day Care

my individual expressio ns were

in Coral Springs, Fla. Top right:

sociall y conscious."

Richmond Police Second Precinct

In one of the ro ughest,

and the Booher Addiction and

racially divided communities
in Richmond, Solla helped local

Recovery Center patio. See more

police reach o ut to the public.

of Solla's mosaics and artwork

"We invited the police chief

at arts-ville.com or by visiting

and several officers and commu-

Montpelier online at www.jmu.

nity leaders to come together
and work on this mosaic," says

--

Solla. "Our concep t involved a

edu/montpelier and clicking on
the Full Monty icon.

- - - - .. -

lowed. He developed a local
movement called Making a
Difference to assist with fundraising and emotional support
during blood drives and other
Sept. 11-related events.
Echterling's activities in the
aftermath of Sept. 11 are
hardly isolated service examples. "Lennie has a long and

a I I
Award winners affect change

Echterling has counseled the
victims, rescue workers and

nity members. Perhaps most

other counselors of disasters

impressive is his involvement

like killer Midwestern torna-

with Mercy House, a local

In August, the JMU Alumni

professor, counsels students

does, epic floods and mass ter-

Association honored Lennis

and community members and

rorism. Shortly after the news

Halonen, director of the school
of psychology.

Echterling and Glenda Rooney

prepares future counselors in

of the Twin Towers bombing

with the 2002 Distinguished

the classroom. Rooney, associ-

on Sept. 11, Echterling quickly

Faculty and Service Awards

ate vice president for university

engaged his students and col-

learning experiences fo r his

for their lasting contributions

relations, coordinates the signi-

leagues in providing a human

students at Mercy House, but

to the greater JMU commu-

ficant public events that shape

resource for dealing with the

more important, he's demon-

nity. Echterling, a psychology

the university's public persona.

emotional challenges that fol-

strated a seamless way to blend

Editor for Justice: The Life of Louis I. Jaffe
By Alexander Liedholt

"He has facilitated superb

COMMUNICATING
T H E lADliUA liE 0 F SC I E DCE
Virginia 6th District Con-

National Science Founda-

gressman Robert Goodlatte

tion grants totaling $327,750

edia arts and design professor Alexander Liedholt ch ron icles

visited 125 students and pro-

funded four REU summer

the life of Lo uis Isaac Jaffe (1919-1950), former editor of

fessors participating in JMU's

programs at JMU. The univer-

10-week summer Research

sity has hosted the programs

Experiences for Undergradu-

for 14 years.

ISBN: 0-8071-275 1-5

•

distinguished record of helping
students, alumni and commu-

mental health agency;' says Jane

Lo uisiana State University Press, 2002

&

For two decades, "Lennie"

the Norfolk Virginian-Pilot. Jaffe earned the 1929 Pulitzer Prize for
his editorial campaign urging Virginia lawmakers to adopt strict
anti-lynching legislation. Prejudice that Jaffe faced as a Jew created
in him an abiding empathy with the downtrodden, and service in
World War I and the Red Cross deepened his sensitivity to injustice.

Editor for Justice ch ronicles the civil rights violations and intolerance that Jaffe wrote about and explores his private life and efforts

ates program in July.
"Your work ensures that

For the fifth year, the chemistry REU program offered lab

the nation's science and engi-

opportunities for an often

neering work remains dynamic

overlooked minority -

and on the cutting edge of

deaf and hearing-impaired.

the

development," he said at a

Students from JM U's de-

to advance racial understanding. Jaffe became a national spokesman

luncheon during a day of pre-

partment of communication

for a better South, while successfully lobbying for black parks and

sentations by student research-

sciences and disorders learned

beaches, black police and a black colleges. Liedholt is also the author

ers about their laboratory proj-

to communicate in the diffi-

of Standing Before the Shouting Mob: Lenoir Chambers and Virginia's

ects in mathematics, biology,

cult langu age of science -

Massive Resistance to Public-School Integration. ~

chemistry and material science.

such as translating protein

all the aspects of the faculty
role in this important community service," adds Halonen.
Echterling is director of
th e School of Psychology's
Co unseling Program, and he
has written about counseling

Serving others

in June as vice president for

•••

by orchestrating learning
experiences for students and events
that put JMU in the public eye.

disaster victims and the recovery process. He is collaborat-

university relations.
"Glenda is always inclusive of ideas from all divisions,
colleges and the student body
in orchestrating events that put
JMU in the public eye."
Rooney serves on the com-

ent Relations, which includes

official liaison to Montpelier,

m onwealth's board for the

ing o n this third book with

directing Parents' Weekend

the home of James and Dolley

Combined Virginia Campaign

colleagues and wrote a chap-

events, coordinating the JMU

Madison. In 2001, she chaired

and coordinates that campaign

ter, with Mary Lou Wylie, in

Parents Council and direct-

the JMU Madison Day Com-

on the JMU campus. She also

Response to Disaster, Psychoso-

ing the Send-Off Picnics for

mittee and also served on

serves as the university's repre-

cial, Community and Ecological

entering freshmen and their

Montpelier's committee for the

sentative to the Virginia Net-

Approaches. Echterling also led

parents in 12 geographic areas.

celebration of James Madison's

work of the American Council

his departm ent in the publi-

Rooney also coordinates the

250th birthday.

on Education of Women in

cation of Thriving, a guidebook

campus' major events includ-

"Despite the size of th e

Higher Education. Her hus-

for graduate students who are

ing C ommencement, James

events that Glenda oversees,

band, Pat Rooney, is director

pursuing training in the help-

Madison Day, Greater Madi-

she still manages to put a

of bands and has also served

ing professio ns.

son, Madison Institutes, JMU's

personal touch on each one.

JMU for 20 years. They have

Glenda Rooney began her

Art Auction and the Rocco

Many alumni and parents know

two sons who are 1993 and

21st year at JMU this fall. She

Forums. She was appointed, in

her by her first name;' says

1997 JMU graduates.~

oversees Parent and Constitu-

1997, by Ronald Carrier as the

Barbara Castello, who retired

- Michelle Hite ('88)
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purification a nd sp ectro-

includ e sign la ng uage a nd

and Crystal Call, participated

and Interpreters in the Chemi-

scopic techniques in the lab

a ural rehabilitation.

in the REU program. Call, a

stry Lab," written by MacDon -

senio r biology m ajor, plans

ald, Seal and Do rothy Wynne

-

in sign language.

The goal of the program

Three ofJMU's May gradu-

was th reefold: 1) encouraging

to work in m arin e biology.

of the Model Secondary School

ates assiste d wit h signin g

deaf or hearing- impaired stu -

She is deaf and relies on signing

for the Deaf at Gallaudet, was

and interpretation in the labs

dents to co ntinue study in th e

students and paid interpreters

published in the February 2002

this summer. Ashley Hartman,

scien ces, while working along-

to work in the research la b of

issue of The Journal of Chemi-

who earned a bachelor's degree

side hearing students; 2) tra in-

ch em is try pro fessor Gin a

cal Education .~

in commu nication sciences

ing interp reters to co mmuni -

MacDonald, who in 1998 won

and disorders, is now a grad u-

ca te th e language of science

the natio nal Presidential Ea rly

ate student in special edu ca-

throu gh sign in g, involvin g

Ca reer Awa rd for Scientists

tion at JMU.

students from JMU's com -

and Engineers. MacDo nald

Sarah Hanchett, a commu-

mun ica tio n scie n ces a n d

developed th e program that

nication studies major, received

d isord ers d epa rtm en t; an d

inco rporates deaf st udents in

help with scientific terms from

3) h elp in g scien ce teachers

JMU's 12-year-old chemistry

her husband, Ross, a senior

w h ose classroo m s in cl u de

REU program to work in labo-

chemistry major. The trio's

hearing-im paired st uden ts to

ratories with hearing teachers

work was led by JMU speech

improve t heir teaching skills.

and students.

pathology professor Brenda

Two studen t s from Gal-

An article on the JMU pro-

Seal, whose research specialties

laudet University, Matt Loucka

gram, "Deaf Students, Teachers

- Dan McCauley

Virginia's 6th District Rep. (R)
Robert Goodlatte and JMU President Linwood H. Rose speak at
the REU program luncheon.
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JfflU students help find the
original mount Pleasant
manor home at
montpelier
Design by Nicole Appleby {'03)

Signs of life and human industry: decorated ceramic shards, ni1ils, a sheep's jawbone and a toothless bone comb. Decorated ceramic shards can reveal the economic status of their former owners or at least the resources available to them.

"Earthenware is low-fired; stoneware is fired higher. Boueware imitates china by
adding crushed bone to the clay," says Kevin Davenport ('02). "We found a bone
comb, and you can barely see where the teeth were," says Shayla Evans {'03 ).

JMU students crest a high-tech wa
"Tea. Earl Grey. Hot." Every Star Trekker knows that is Capt. Jean-Luc Picard's favorite drink to order

But what
does any

on the Starship Enterprise replicator. A new instrument at JMU may ot be able to fill the 24th-century
captain's order of hot tea, but it is makin real models for some 21st- · entury manufacturers. Its name,

of this
have to
do with

"SinterStation 2500''"';' would elicit a near-smile from the technology-loving Mr. Spock as well.
The SinterStation is a device that can revolutionize the use of time, space and money in everything from

revolutionizing

NASA missions to military operations. Using a process called "selective laser sintering," it has the ability
to make radical changes in the way goods are manufactured across a broad spectrum of applications.
Ron Kander, professor and department head of integrated science and technology, explains how the
highly technical contraption is defining the new field of rapid prototyping. "You start with a design;' he says.
16

space
travel, military operations or
manufacturing tennis shoes?
Everything, Kander says. "The
potential is tremendous, particularly for those areas in
which storage is a problem.

J
A

"You can create that design on

The process is a bit different

M
E

the computer, or take an exist-

for creating metal objects. Each

M

ing object, like a coffee cup or

metal particle is coated with

chess piece, and scan in its de-

plastic. When the laser begins to

D
N

sign properties. Once you have

work, it sinters the plastic but

u

the dimensions of the object

not the metal. The end result

in a CAD program, the rest is

is an object that is essentially

up to the sintering machine."

metal powder held together

The SinterStation, which

with plastic. The object is then

cost $420,000, reads the design

put on a bronze plate in an

being fed to it and, layer by

1,800-degree oven for 24 hours.

layer, replicates the object. "The

The plastic melts and the metal

While those scenarios are

bed of the build site is coated

is fused simultaneously. The

stilJ in the future, the Sinter-

Performance Manufacturing,

with a fine plastic or metal

bronze plate melts, and capillary

Station and rapid prototyping

which was launched at Virginia

powder," explains Kander. "As

action draws it into the pores

are playing vital roles in current

Tech in 2001 with $4.35 mil-

the design is read, a laser sinters

of the item, creating a steel

manufacturing. It's now possi-

lion in state funding and re-

-

that is, heats without melt-

search grants. Kander, who co-

ing -

s
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JMU's SinterStation replicator
is part of the Center for High-

Consider future space missions.
Instead of taking spare parts
along, all you'd need is a SinterStation and CAD fil es. You
could make them into any part
you needed. Even special operations forces setting up in
remote locations could, one
day, use a portable SinterStation to manufacture weapon
or vehicle parts."

object reinforced with bronze.

ble to prototype a part and test

a layer of the powder

The results are stunning. A

it before making millions of

directs the center, hopes to

into the first piece of the object.

hollow chess piece with a stair-

them. For example, Reebok

acquire several other pieces of

Once the layer is complete, the

way delicately winding its way

uses a flexible plastic and rapid

highly specialized equipment

bed drops down very slightly,

up the center. A chain, made of

prototyping to make new ten-

that will make the ]MU com-

more powder is distributed, and

whole material, with no weld-

nis shoe bottoms. They make a

ponent of the center a com-

a second layer gets under way.

ing seams. The only limitation

few dozen, try them out on

plete manufacturing cell.

Layer by layer, an object is built."

is the designer 's creativity.

athletes, and then decide if it's

F

___

,._

__.

worth their time ana money
to mass produce them.

Aw shua:ks

Into College guide, published by

offering the " best value for

Newsweek and Kaplan Publish-

your tuition dollar."

It's fun to be popular.

ing. JMU is the most popular

The national market re-

This summer's magazine

university among Virginia high

search firm Market Measure-

racks were ful1 of national pub-

school graduating seniors in a

ment conducted the survey

lications resonating one theme:

2001-02 survey by Horizon

for the guide by talking to high

the power of Purple and Gold.

Education. More than 500 sen-

school counselors from public

U.S.News

iors taking the Horizon SAT

and private high schools across

improvement class voted JMU

the country. The Insider's Guide

the top-rated public master's-

No. l with 12.9 percent.

says, "JMU has exceptional aca-

level university in the South in

Insider's Guide

demic programs set in a com-

For the ninth year, JMU is

Rapid prototypin can also
help a business that wants to
create a limited nWTib r or spe-

the annual U.S. News & World

cialized item -

Report ranking of "America's

the Unofficial, Unbi-

that is highly popular with Vir-

aid manufacturer that needs to

Best Colleges." JMU ranks 24th

ased, Insider's Guide

ginia high school grads and

create a unit that perfectly fits

nationally for service learning.

to the 320 Most Interesting Col-

guidance counselors."

Newsweek and
Horizon Education
Newsweek's Aug. 9 issue

leges, with high praise from
coauthor Seppy Basili.

names JMU one of "America's

to be believed," he says. JMU

their friends. JMU offers ter-

JMU has already built parts

hottest schools." JMU is also

is also specifically cited in

rific programs in a friendly,

for two companies, and Kander

listed in the 2002 How to Get

the book as one of the schools

fun atmosphere.~

like a hearing

an individual's ear, not mass
produce a one-size-fits-all item.
In both scenarios, time and
cost savings can be enormous.

JMU is listed in

"JMU is almost too perfect

fortable amiable environment

Co-author Trent Anderson
says, "Virginia students really
love JMU and they recruit

will negotiate for future con-

17

tracts. "This is beneficial to our
students, who receive training
and instruction in using a technology that makes them more
employable," he says. 'Tm so
proud that we can put such
cutting-edge technology into
the hands of students. I imagine
this line of research will ultimately help the technology we
call rapid prototyping become

rapid manufacturing -

in

which mass customization of
multifunctional parts to meet
individual needs will become
the manufacturing norm.~

- Charles Culbertson

JfflU students tackle deadly land-mine legacy
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Every 22 minutes, someone

tional Trust Fund and )MU.

Even though he witnessed

E

around the world is killed or

Wessel facilitated the workshop

devastation, Scott also experi-

maimed by a land min e, ac-

with students John Jay Scott

enced the beauty of the region,

I
E
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cording to the International

and Sarah Taylor. Both study

including medieval castles and

Campaign to Ban Landmines.

in the Technical and Scientific

churches, the Slovenian Alps

Students and professors are

Communication Department

and a glacier lake, he says.

not only fighting this deadly

and are editorial assistants for

war legacy, they're working to

the Journal of Mine Action.

L

assist victims through JMU 's

In Slovenia, Scott and Taylor

Pat Patierno, head of the
U.S. Department of State's
Humanitarian Demining Pro-

Mine Action Information Cen-

assisted with workshop break-

gram, was joined in the ITF

ter. In June, health sciences

out groups, served as reporters

workshop by world leaders

professor Terry Wessel, two

and learned about the disabling

including ambassadors from

students and participants from

effects of la nd mines across

Norway, the United Kingdom

around the globe gathered in

Southeastern Europe, especially

and Croatia. The workshop

lg, Slovenia, to discuss sugges-

Bosnia-Herzegovina.

provided a forum for donors,

tions for improving regional

Scott toured the region for

funding, cooperation and coor-

a week, interviewing victim

Advisors, Mine Action Centers

dination for land-mine victim

assistance experts and learning

and non-governmental organi-

assistance in the Balkans.
A workshop on Assistance

specifically the ITF Board of

about projects to aid survivors.

zations, to jointly identify gaps

Victim assistance includes serv-

in services and resources.

to Land Mine Survivors and

ices like emergency medical

Victims in Southeastern Europe

care and prosthetics, psycholog-

was sponsored by the Interna-

ical support and legal advice.

Read the workshop report
at www.maic.jmu.edu."'

- Margaret Buse
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of my senior year. I was struggling with a poorly labeled
fossil collection used in my
paleontology class. I asked if
I could relabel and cleanup
the fossil collection for the
upcoming majors and classes.
Dr. Fichter welcomed my idea.

STRATIGRAPHIC THEORIES AND THE PRICE OF LABELS

Amazingly, as I returned for

I looked up, and Dr.

I went to the paleo lab expect-

my 10-year reunion in 1991,
Fichter, who was looking at

ing things to be redone, but I

me, winked as in accordance.

saw the same labels that I had

I was h ooked from that

placed in the boxes and drawers

moment on and plunged feet

10 years earlier. And last year

first into what was a whirl of

at my 20-year reunion, I again

classes, labs, exams and field

visited the paleo lab and

trips -

found the same labels with

my life from 1978

until graduation in 1981.

my handwriting.

Whenever you needed

Dr. Fichter either liked my
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help, Dr. Fichter always talked

work or nobody else was crazy
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with you, not at you. He

enough to take on the chal-

graded hard on theory papers,

lenging task of updating the
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always asking for one more

collection. Do I need to issue

piece to the geologic puzzle.

a challenge here?

To compensate, you learned
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I worked in geology-related

to be concise and direct and

fields for five years after gradu-

to not fill papers with fluff.

ation, and my fossil collection

Geology was facts, not fluff.

"cleanup project" came in

Field trips were mandatory

handy during my first job

and always early on Saturday

with the Smithsonian Insti-

He breezed into the classroom, toting a thick binder of course

mornings. But you never

tution's paleobiology depart-

notes. Finding his place immediately, he'd glance at his notes, look

missed a Fichter field trip in

ment. There I classified and

up at his students and plow head-on into stratigraphic theories,

the old gold-colored geology

cataloged the museum's fossil

paleonotological mysteries and all forms of rock hypotheses one

department van. With Dr.

collection. I wonder if it has

could think of.

Fichter at the wheel, field

been updated?

y

If your pen was not poised

major in geology both came

trips were fun -filled history

The next year, my lifelong

on the page and your mind

during my sophomore year

lessons. He always explained

dream of working as a park

tuned in, you would be lost

when I took my first exam in

the geologic histor y of the

service ranger came true. My

from the beginning.

Evolution and aced it. When

areas we traveled to and col-

geology background also

Geology professor Lynn

the test was returned, I found

ored his lessons with inter-

helped me land a job at the

Fichter was dynamic. He kept

the "/\' I longed to see and a

esting facts about the towns

Fossil Butte National Monu-

his class spellbound with a

note in pencil, which read,

that we visited.

ment in Kemmerer, Wyo.,

charismatic teaching style. A

"If you do this neat and con-

A vivid and lasting mem-

followed by two seasons at

turning point in my JMU

cise work, you will make a

ory of my studies with Dr.

Dinosaur National Monu-

career and my decision to

fine geologist."

Fichter came the first semester

ment in Vernal, Utah.

direct in my life. I can't say he

Two UPs retire
after 20 years

changed my life entirely, but

Two vice presidents and

he made a great impression.

longtime university adminis-

Now, as a stay-at-home mom,

trators retired this fall after

I run a well-organized and a

more than 20 years service to

tight ship. Thank you, Dr. Fich-

JMU. Robert Scott, vice presi-

ter, for being a shining light in

dent for institutional effec-

my JMU career.
- Paula Brentlinger
Nystrom ('Bl)

tiveness, and Barbara Castello,

Dr. Fichter taught me to be
more organized, precise and

About the professor:
Marking his 28th year as a
member of the JMU faculty,
Lynn Fichter says, "It has
always been, and remains, the
anticipation of working with
individual students that makes
the start of each new semester
exciting. Every new student
has given me the chance to
see with fresh eyes and fresh
wonder subjects that I love."
Fichter is writing a book on the
geological evolution of Virginia,
widening an exploration of the
application of chaos/complexity
theory to understanding earth
systems, and developing an
earth system course for prospective K-8 teachers in the
IDLS major.

relations, "have been integral
parts of JMU for more than
two decades," says President
Linwood H. Rose. "Barbara
and Bob have made enormous
contributions to JMU."
Castello served JMU for 24
years. She has Jed JMU's out-

THOSE LANDS IN FLORIDA. THEY'VE BEEN TOGETHER; THEy'VE
BEEN GOOD BROTHERS AND GOOD NEIGHBORS FOR THREE CENTURIF,S.

IT MAKES NO SENSE NOW, TO SAY TilEY'RE NOT INDIANS.

- Joseph Opala, history professor

Opala, who has worked to preserve the black Seminole legacy,
appeared on CBS News' 60 Minutes II on July 10. A $56 million
federal payment to the Seminoles for "lost Florida lands" is
dividing the tribe. Black Seminoles cannot share this money
says Chief Jerry Haney and the government because blacks
were slaves of the red Seminoles, and thus could not have
owned land. Read the transcript <www.cbsnews.com/stories/
2002/07 /0l/60II/main513944.shtml>.

reach and research programs,
served as executive assistant to
the president, led the Division

THE CLINTON EXPERIENCE WAS THAT YOU CAN SURVIVE
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THESE THINGS IF YOU CAN HONESTLY MAKE A CASE THAT

M

of University Relations, and

YOU DIDN'T DO SOMETHING CRIMINAL AND YOU'RE DOING

N
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served as secretary of the )MU

A GOOD JOB OTHERWISE.

E
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- Robert N. Roberts, political science professor

Scott came to JMU in 1982

Roberts responds to "Candidates are trying to contain and overcome personal controversies by touting their competence."
From the USA Today article, "Corruption cases reshaping
political races," June 18.

and served as vice president
for student affairs for 16 years.
He taught the course American
Higher Education. In 1998
he was appointed to head the
Division of Institutional Effectiveness, charged with guiding
all phases of JMU operations.~

Ir's A THINKING PERSON'S SPORT.
- Stanley U/anski, geology professor, fly-fisherman

Fly-fishing takes not force or strength, but science and brainpower. From The Tackle Box, part of the History Channel's
Modern Marvels series, which aired June 11, 12 and 15.

married to hus-

Hey Dukes,

band, Scott, for 13

who inspired you?

years. They live in South Wey-

Tell Montpelier about that

mouth, Mass., with their two

special JMU professor. If your

- Michael Rettig, education professor

children, Chris, 10, and Hea-

entry is published , you will

ther, 6. Scott is an officer with

receive $100. Send submissions

From "The Chalkboard, leaving some room for lunch;' The
Boston Globe, April 21.

the U.S. Coast Guard, and the

to montpelier@jmu.edu or to

family is stationed in Boston,

Montpelier, JMU, MSC 5718,

Mass., for the next two years.~

Harrisonburg, VA 22807.~
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Board of Visitors for 10 years.

Paula B. Nystrom
('81) has been

,BLACK SEMINOLES FOUGHT SIDE BY SIDE, DIED, BLED, FOR

vice president for university

the planning and efficiency of

About the author:

JMU alumni, professors and students cited in the news

MANY ADMINISTRATORS VIEW LUNCH AS 'WE NEED TO FEED
THE KIDS, AND NOBODY ,LOOKS FORWARD TO BEING THERE
WHEN IT'S GOING ON.'
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Sports legacies run, hit, score
-just like Mom and Dad
Freshman Maureen

father's footsteps. John played

Pfahler joined the field

tennis at J.R. Tucker High

hockey team this fall with

School in Richmo nd, while

great credentials, not all of

Michael played at L.C. Ander-

them athletic. Her father, Joe

son in Austin, Texas.

('76), was a standout basket-

John's father, Mark Snead

ball player from 1972 to 1976

('82), played tennis four years,

and is the all-time assist leader

was named team MVP his

(420) in men's basketball. Mau-

senior year, and is a national

reen attended Chancellor High

account manager for Xerox.

School in Fredericksburg,

Michael's father, Tim McGet-

where she was a two-time all-

tigan ('76), is a tennis pro in

20

state honoree and the 2002

Austin. "It's the first time we'll

J

Virginia AA State Player of the

have second-generation tennis

Year. Pfahler currently works

players on our squad," says

for Silver Companies in his

head men's coach Steve Secord.

hometown of Fredericksburg.

Gridiron genes fair weU on
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You've seen the famous NFL players on

E

Another set of JMU genes

the links, too. As a junior this

is present on the field hockey

year, Jay Woodson ('04) was

squad: Chelsea Garfield, niece

named captain of the men's

of Anne Bilgihan ('68), who

golf team. His father, Jim

R

s
I

T

the Chunky Soup commercials hamming it up

y

with their moms. Thrust a TV camera in a

Maureen Pfahler ('06)

Major League Baseball players' face and he says, "Hi Mom." Most
professional athletes' first score, touchdown or home run is dedicated to dad. But, ask Laila Ali or Ken Griffey Jr. about their dad
and you'll get a different athletic perspective.
So do athletic skills come from nurture or nature?
Some JMU coaches are asking the question this fall, since six of
their athletes share more than Dukesterhood. They are also legacies.

played field hockey from 1964

Woodson ('79), lettered in

to 1968. Bilgihan is an elec-

football in 1976, playing in 11

tronics engineer in the U.S.
Army. Garfield, who attended

down for a team that went 7-4.

Strafford High School in Fredericksburg, brings an impres-

High School in Virginia, and

sive resume to the Dukes. She
was named to the Fredericks-

basketball coach.

games and scoring a touchHe is a teacher at Powhatan
he is also the head football and

burg Free-Lance Star and Poto-

Jay has excelled in his first

mac News First-Teams and was

two years as a member of the

voted her team's Offensive

JMU golf squad. He was the

Player of the Year as senior.

only golfer on last year's team

Some genes are just aces.

to play in all 11 tournaments

Michael McGettigan and John

and had the lowest stroke aver-

Snead join the men's tennis

age of 72.66. Over the summer,

program as freshmen this

he won the Virginia State Ama-

year -

teur Championship, defeating

each following in his

Puttin' an the dag
JMU's Department of Intercollegiate Athletics and Sports
Media Relations decided that
you can teach an old dog new
tricks. The athletics department gave the longtime, loveable mascot a slight facelift and
launched their new Web site,
jmusports.com, on Aug. 1.

"Alumni won't walk into
the bookstore and say 'What
happened to Duke Dog?"' says
Geoff Polglase ('85), associate
athletics director for development and marketing. "The new
logo is all about options."
The Duke Dog logos offer
athletics more choices for mar-

Do athletic skills come
fro1n nurture or

nat

(

•

keting, merchandising and
The new athletics Web site
provides comprehensive information on JMU 's 28-sport
program . "Our alums, fans
and students expect a topquality site;' Polglase says. "We

Virginia Tech's Ryan Stinnett

think jmusports.com will be

2 and 1 in match-play.

Kruger. Chris, an MVP and

the kind of Web site they can

Chris Naquin, who joined

three-time captain for his high

be proud of."

the soccer team as a freshman

school soccer team in Herndon,

The site offers scores, head-

this year, got a double-dose of

was also named to The Wash-

lines, fan polls and schedules,

Dukes' sport genes. His father,

ington Post's All-Metro team

links to teams, coaches, the

Keith

his senior year.

ticket office and the Duke Club

As the fall season unfolds,

and access to online broadcasts

Ed Witt. He was a member of

these six student-athletes will

and subscriptions to JMU-

JMU's record-setting 880-yard

continue journeys that began

Sports Bulletin, an e-newsletter.

relay team and is now a teacher.

years before they were born

Check out the new looks at

Maureen Ranney Naquin

- journeys that will lead them

www.jmusports.com and call

straight into Dukedom."

JMU's ticket office for season

and field for then head coach

('82), a homemaker and Chris'
mother, was a gymnast and

- David Biancamano

MEN'S TEAM:

11 /22
11 /25
11 /30
12/3
12/5
12/7
12/16
12/20-22
12/30
1/2
1/4
1/8
1/11
1/15
1/18
1/22
1/25
1/29
2/1
2/5
2/8
2/13
2/15
2/19
2/22
2/26
3/1
3/7-10

Web features.

competed for then coach Hayes

aquin ('79) , ran track

Basketball Hhedules

tickets at (540) JMU-DUKE.

Furman
Georgetown
West Virginia
La Salle H
Davidson
Akron H
Florida Atlantic H
San Ju an Shootout
Appalachian State H
Drexel H
DelawareH

Towson
Hofstra
UNC-Wilmington H
George Mason H
Va. Commonwea lth

Old Dominion
William & Mary H
Hofstra H
UNC-Wilmington
Old Dominion H
Delaware
Drexel
Towson H
George Mason
Va. Commonwealth H
William & Mary
CAA Championships
at Richmond

WOMEN'S TEAM:
Exh ibition TBA
11 / 5

M
D

N
T

p
E
L
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11 /22
11 / 27
12/1
12/7
12/15
12/18
12/21
12/28-29

Tulane

1/5
1/9
1/12
1/16
1/19
1/23
1/26
1/30
2/2
2/6
2/9
2/13
2/16
2/21
2/23
2/ 27
3/ 2
3/6
3/12-15

George Mason
Hofstra H
Va. Commonwealth
Old Dominion
William & Mary H
Towson H
UNC-Wilmington H
Delaware
Drexel H
George Mason H
Old Dominion H
William&Mary
UNC-Wilmington
Hofstra
Towson
Va. Commonwealth H
Delaware H
Drexel
CAA Championship
at Norfolk

H

Duquesne
Boise State H
Virginia Tech
Norfolk State H
Morgan State H
UNC-Charlotte
Christmas Classic,
Deland , Fla.

(HJ denotes home game
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~ O U G H AMERICAN BORN AND RAISED,

Lee Congdon is a stranger in a strange land. As he himself puts it, he is a "cultural and intel-

~:ctual European." Indeed, there is a touch of Old World sensibility about this 30-year JMU history professor, especially when per-

ceived against the end-of-the-week revelries at a Harrisonburg brew pub and restaurant, where he has agreed to meet for an interview.
It is there in his poise and the contemplative pause he takes before responding to a question, as well as the barbed humor he evinces as he
derides the vox populi of American culture and politics. It's evoked, too, in his crisp appearance - his neatly clipped gray beard and combedback hair, his buttoned cuffs, the suit jacket he wears, and -

though it's not a cravat -

his tightly knotted necktie, even though it is nearly 7

on a Friday evening and most people are just getting loose.
Congdon is an internationally recognized scholar for his lifelong research and publications dealing with the generations of Hungarian
intellectuals, who, as exiles throughout the cafes, cabarets, art houses and salons of Europe, particularly in pre-Nazi Berlin, were prominent
in shaping 20th-century culture and politics in the West. And while the notion of exile lies at the heart of his scholarship (one of his three
books is titled Exile and Social Thought), Congdon, a Chicago native, admits to a degree of alienation when it comes to living in America. "I
do feel myself to be something of an exile in this country," he says. "I feel closest to those Americans who preferred Europe T.S. Eliot, George F. Kennan -

Henry James,

there are others I could name."

Politically, for instance, Congdon veers right of the American right, m eaning, within a European context, he is a monarchist. He sees little
difference between the competing ideologies of America's political parties and he professes an abiding admiration and preference over the common-denominator chaos of American democracy for some of Europe's royalist governments of the latter 19th century, wherein "liberty - not
equality- was the highest political value. For European conservatives;' Congdon says, "order is first and liberty only within a context of order!'

When he asks his students whether

the prestigious Order of Merit, Small Cross,

starters, he is a big fan of Duke Ellington -

they would "prefer to live under a good gov-

takes a rather detached view of his Ameri-

but so were most Europeans. Is there not

ernment or a participatory government that

can citizenship. "God placed me in this coun-

just one purely American institution that

is bad;' he is bemused that they always choose

try, and I am bound to it by certain loyalties

he holds in high regard that Europeans have

the latter. It's a choice the professor finds

-

steadfastly and largely spurned?

somewhat incomprehensible as a proponent

memories of a time when America was a

of "right-wing liberalism" a la Alexis de

more innocent, but more decent -

to my family and my friends -

and by

I do

Yes, there is. Baseball! (Ah. Waiter.
Another round of beer, please!)

Tocqueville and Edmund Burke,

At home in Congdon's study,

in his view "two of the greatest

among the things he values most

political thinkers produced by the

-

Western tradition."

wall facing his desk, his shelves of

the Orthodox icons on the

Although he is not dogmatic

books, the smattering of family

about his politics in his conversa-

photographs and a postcard of

tion, writing or teaching, Congdon

Dostoevsky sent by his wife - a

is quick to challenge his students'

pride of place atop a bookcase is

assumptions about the "verities"

given to two baseba lls, one of

of American democracy, beliefs

which is autographed by Jackie

24

inculcated throughout their lives.

Robinson, Mel Ott and Stan "The

J

His monarchist leanings, more-

Man" Musial. The other is "one

over, are certainly provocative amid

that Andy Pafko autographed in

JMU's recognition of James Madi-

1949 or 1950," writes Congdon in

son and his political genius as

a favorable review earlier this year

author of the U.S. Constitution

of Don DeLillo's novella, Pajko at

and Bill of Rights.

the Wall. "It was given to me by
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In matters of faith, Congdon

Jocko Conlan, the Hall of Fame

also parts company with most of

umpire and Chicago florist, whom

his compatriots. In the early 1980s,

my father knew as a business friend.

prompted by a personally and

The fiery Irishman hoped to lift

I

T
y

deeply affecting reading of Dostoevsky's

not say perfect -

land." Finally, he adds,

my spirits during one of the Cubs' off years."

The Brothers Karamazov, he reconverted to

''I'm afraid my loyalty to the U.S. is now a

When Congdon begins talking baseball,

Christianity, "from which I had strayed." In

matter of principle, not of the heart."

there's no mistaking his locus classicus: It's

1996, furthermore, he and his wife, Carol,

So is there nothing quintessentially

the diamond in Wrigley Field, a painting of

converted to the Russian Orthodox Church,

American that can thaw this Europhile's

which adorns a plate hanging in his study.

attracted to its Divine Liturgy. Today they

cool demeanor? Has Congdon, who learned

For Congdon, allegiance begins with the

are members of the National Cathedral in

Hungarian in the U.S. Army intelligence

Chicago Cubs, then it's baseball, then Amer-

Washington, D.C.

corps in the early 1960s, expunged from his

ica. In particular, Congdon's fealty is for the

heart all fond traces of his American roots

era before free agency, when players were

-

less mercenary and more loyal to the cities

Candidly speaking, Congdon, upon
whom the Hungarian government bestowed

other than family and friends? Well, for

that supported them. His own "baseball

debated, as fans recount the individuals -

Young people -

including my own chil-

awakening" occurred in 1948, and he is espe-

great and small - who turned a game, saved

dren - in my experience are bored by base-

cially fond of the game as played during the

a series, or lost everything in a bad bounce

ball. They require more frenetic action." Of

late 1940s through the mid-1960s. He recalls

or ill-timed decision. Then, too, there are

course, he's right. How long before some

going often to Cubs' games with his father

the records and numbers -

RBIs, errors,

TV syndicate proposes "X-treme" baseball?

or "taking the b us to Wrigley Field with a

home runs and batting averages - to exam-

"But the game itself," Congdon adds,

friend [and] seeing my favorite players."

ine, challenge and reconfigure in discussing

"has declined. Money -

too much -

and
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"Baseball is a far more interesting game

the "what ifs" of the game. This historical

drugs and the end of the reserve clause - I

than, say, football and basketball, which are

and mathematical dimension is what attracts

shall not speak of the designated hitter -

merely mass spectacles -

games for the

so many American intellectuals to the game,

have taken a heavy toll. I continue to love

unthinking masses who simply look for cir-

says Congdon, passing on an idea attested

the game, but I find that I love the game as

cuses," he says. "So many things happen on

to by a venerable line of American intellec-

it was before, say, 1965."

the diamond, and it takes time to learn to

tuals of all persuasions -

look for them. Moreover, baseball is the

left-leaning evolutionist Stephen

from the late,

The emphasis on spectacle and enter-

J. Gould

tainment for its own sake, as well as the greed

most historical of games. Part of the pleas-

to conservative columnist and talking-head

so prevalent in the game today are the con-

ure it gives derives from knowing its his-

George F. Will, among a legion of others.

sequences of a larger culture-wide slide

tory;' he adds.

Congdon, a Spenglerian even at his

into the dugout that -

to risk oversimpli-

Sportswriter Thomas Boswell says that

American core, sees the game today in its

fying Congdon's academic work -

can be

baseball is a game of conversation . It is

demise, like so much else in the West. "It is

traced back to the pronounced nihilism

through conversation that the games' his-

yet another sign of national decline that

expressed by so many European writers,

tory is daily revisited, passed down or

baseball is no longer the national pastime.

artists and philosophers in the latter 19th
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century. That nihilism, which undercut the

cists, mathematicians, sociologists, poets,

lectual elite. No one pretended to believe

moral authority of Judeo-Christian beliefs,

playwrights, artists, political theorists, musi-

that every child was gifted or capable of

was countered by an urgent search for mean-

cians, architects, filmmakers and engineers

serious academic study. Such a system has

ing among many of the European intelli-

-

intellectuals of all stripes, men and

its drawbacks, of course. Little or no provi-

gentsia, who were drawn increasingly to the

women, who achieved international dis-

sion was made for 'late bloomers.' But in

utopian appeals of communism and nation-

tinction in each of these fields. Sure, many

my judgment, no American university (of

alism, the two competing sociopolitical

countries produce great individuals within

the present day) can match the education

movements that prophesied a terra firma

a spectrum of disciplines during specific

those schools offered to those who quali-

world of social justice and equality. Of

eras or generations. But consider that Hun-

fied themselves."

course, those utopias rapidly spawned the

gary is a country roughly 5,000 square miles

Congdon also notes that "many of the

terror-forming policies of Hitler and Stalin.

smaller than the state of Virginia. Moreover,

best students came from assimilated Jewish

I '

1877 -1919

1902-1981

poet & journalist

designer & architect

1887-1954
Marxist art historian

1892-1978
sociologist of art & literature

1884-1949

1900-1975

Marxist poet, dramatist & film theorist

Marxist dramatist

1881 -1945

1887-1967
avant-garde poet & artist

1882-1967
composer & music educator

1905-1983
novelist & political journalist

1875-1957

1900-1973

historian & political theorist

political & moral philosopher

One of the major themes of Congdon's

nearly all of these people were from Hun-

homes that placed a high value on education

work is that the "intellectuals, who con-

gary's urban center, Budapest, with a popu-

and culture.'' In addition, this generation

tributed so much to the secularization of

lation circa 1900 of approximately 733,000.

"drew upon the kinetic energy of Europe's

the modern mind, are particularly reluctant

"I do not think it possible to explain

fastest-growing metropolis. They could share

to accept a world from which God has fled,

how it happened that so many talented peo-

in the excitement generated by the modern

and therefore look for meaning and direc-

ple were born in one time and place;' says

culture taking shape in [Budapest's] democ-

tion in secular -

Congdon. "But I do think I can identify

ratizing coffeehouses and bustling editorial

some factors that account for the Great

offices;' adds Congdon. Nobel Prize-winning

Such was the zeitgeist during which

Generation's record of achievement. One

physicist Eugene Wigner, who emigrated to

several extraordinary generations of Hun-

such factor was the quality of Budapest's

America, once said of his days growing up

garians came of age in the first few decades

schools -

especially its Gymnasia. These

in Hungary, "You heard a great deal more

of the 20th century. Among them were physi-

schools were reserved for the country's intel-

erudite conversation than you hear in the

composer

substitute -

religions,

especially of a political kind," he says.
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United States.... People talked more about

"The intellectual history of 20th-century

Liturgy, which in their continual repetition

Europe must be understood within the broad

lift us out of time and give us a foretaste of

Perhaps the most significant reason for

context of secularization and the consequent

those things eternal. There are, of course,

this flowering of talent is that this "Great

crisis of belief;' Congdon says, reiterating one

secular rituals as well," Congdon adds.

Generation possessed a sense of mission. For

of his main themes.

culture, about art, about literature."

them, life was public, not merely private,"

Baseball, he proposes, is one of those rit-

And so, then, what of baseball? What

uals, one in which history and tradition are

says Congdon. "Hence they were never con-

about the crisis of belief there -

and what

central. And its most memorable, dramatic

tent to withdraw into their own worlds or

it means? Congdon, in his review of David

moments are "analogous to icons in Eastern

to view the outer world in a detached man-

Halberstam's Summer of 49, answers, "Despite

Orthodox churches" that "point us to a tran-

ner. They looked for ways to fulfill what they

some salutary changes, especially the break-

scendent reality." Accordingly, a spectacular

understood to be their civic responsibilities."

ing of the color line, the game, like our pub-

home run in the bottom of the ninth, upon

1893 -1956
film producer & director

1885 - 1971

J
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Marxist philosopher & political theorist

1893-1947
sociologist of knowledge

1895-1946

1886-1964
economic historian & social theorist

1881-1963
aeronautical engineer

1891-1976
physical chemist & philosopher

1908physicist

1902-1995

1898-1964
physicist

physicist

1903-1957

1891-1970

mathematician

art historian

Unfortunately, as Congdon chronicles in

lie life, has lost its civilizing function, its

which a series hangs, or one snatched away

his three books, particularly his recent Seeing

ability to elevate our sense of human possi-

by a daring fielder's catch at the wall are

Red: Hungarian Intellectuals and the Chai-

bility." But Congdon also believes the game

images "of the eternal." Through them, Cong-

lenge of Communism, that sense of mission

still points to a larger redeeming truth.

don concludes in his book review, "we catch a

artist & art educator

ended in personal tragedy for many Hun-

"It is hardly surprising that we long for

glimpse, however small, of permanent things."

garians who chose to immigrate to the Soviet

something that will not be lost to time,

These words reveal an exile-in-residence

Union, instead of England or America, the

something that won't be forgotten, some-

who makes his way around to home with

two main alternative routes. Attracted by

thing eternal;' Congdon writes in his review

uncommon grace. Furthermore, at his inner

Russia's "colossal human experiment" under

of DeLillo's book in the June 2002 issue of

core, there remains a uniquely America n

Communism, which Congdon terms a "sub-

The World and I. "Everyone can, and almost

touch of optimism. Congdon "still believes"

stitute religion;' those who went to the USSR

everyone does, participate in some ritual;

the Chicago Cubs will one day achieve utopia

met with penury, fear and even death.

think of the Catholic Mass or Orthodox

on that field of dreams. +

woodlan.dwizard
DISCOVERER OF OAK- KILLING SCOURGE LEADS EFFORT TO
STOP ITS DEVASTATING OOZE THROUGH THE NATION'S FORESTS
STORY BY MI CHAEL COJT
PHOTOS BY GARY KRUE G ER
D ES IG N BY LEAH BAILEY

('oo)

Plant disease scientists from across the nation gather
in a Santa Rosa, Calif, auditorium to hear one of their stars,
University of California at Davis forest pathologist Dave Rizzo ('83),
describe an oak- killing scourge he helped discover.
Knowing that the audience is anxious for news on whether sudden oak death afflicts California's majestic

29

redwoods or some other new host plant or tree, Rizzo, barely concealing a mischievous grin, flashes a photo of

M
0

l\i

a tomato on a screen and announces that the juicy fruit is the latest host. Laughs follow all around. The audience

T
p

gets the point: Even a devastating disease that has spread through coastal California and could potentially reach

L

the East Coast can't possibly harm every living plant or tree.
"It would be nice if this thing was only on oaks. Rhododendrons were a big shift. Then we realized it was
on other hosts and another continent. When we hit bay, then we thought, oh my gosh, it can hit all sorts of
families;' says Rizzo, a former biology major who found his life's passion at JMU during backpacking and
camping trips through woods and forests from the Blue Ridge Mountains to the Allegheny Plateau.
For almost 20 years, much of Rizzo's work in forest pathology has been on oak-root fungus and wood-decay
fungi in labs and forests far from the public eye. Rizzo's life changed two years ago, however, when he and
U.C.-Berkeley colleague Matteo Garbelotto discovered the microbe that causes sudden oak death. The forest
pathologists find themselves in demand across the nation for conference presentations, town hall briefings and
news media interviews. Each now commands six-figure research budgets and oversees sizable lab teams aimed
at finding a way to save California's landmark oaks and prevent sudden oak death from spreading.
They have been finding and announcing one new host after another, tallying a worrisome list of 17 plants
and trees. Sudden oak death has been found across 12 coastal California counties, and regulators fear it could
reach into the Sierra Nevada and even endanger East Coast forests, where two oak species - northern red oak
and pin oak - might be susceptible. The Virginia of Rizzo's college days is at high risk. European scientists have
found the same organism that causes sudden oak death on rhododendrons in Germany and the Netherlands.
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"It is a national priority now;' says Paul

you in the business, and now he's doing it;'

sit in front of my computer and talk to

Tooley, who leads the U.S. Department of

says Bodkin, who was a biology professor

reporters while my students are getting out

Agriculture's studies into the threat sudden

and director of the Edith

oak death might present to a variety of East

tum before retiring two years ago.

into the woods."
Rizzo grew it in petri dishes, and Gar-

Coast plants and trees. Tooley's experi-

Rizzo, 40, grew up in suburban Philadel-

belotto identified its genetic code through

ments are conducted in a former army lab

phia and has been a research scientist and

sophisticated lab methods. They deter-

at Fort Detrick, in Frederick, Md. He cred-

professor at U.C. at Davis since 1995. He

mined that an exotic, fungus-like organism

its Rizzo, Garbelotto and their assistants

became one of the foremost research scien-

never before seen in California causes sud-

with learning a lot in a relatively short time

tists in his field while working at four uni-

den oak death. Sudden oak death is caused

and helping Tooley's staff to get going on

versities in the East and Midwest before

by Phytophthora ramorum. It is genetically

similar research. "Science moves forward

arriving at Davis. The bookish Davis resi-

distant from most of the other 60 species

with people like Dave, who share their

dent is a family man who savors time with

within

his wife and two young daughters. In the

pathogen is related to the fungus thought

field, he has experimented on pine and

to have caused the Irish potato famine in

cedar diseases in Yosemite Valley and pine

the 19th century and the fungus responsi-

and fir diseases in the Lake Tahoe basin. He

ble for the modern death of Port Orford

dropped a wood-decay fungi project in

cedar trees in the Pacific Northwest.

SCIENCE MOVES
FORWARD WITH
PEOPLE LIKE DAVE,
WHO SHARE THEIR
KNOWLEDGE FREELY.
THAT'S HELPED
TREMENDOUSLY IN
ADVANCING THE
SCIENCE AND PRIORITIZING RESEARCH.

the

genus

Phytophthora.

The

Yosemite to make time for sudden oak

Sudden oak death has killed tens of

death but has kept experiments going in

thousands of oaks, hitting coast live oak,

the Sierra Nevada on both oak-root fungus

black oak, tan oak and Shreve oak. It also

and the response of insects and diseases

has been found to harm redwood, Douglas

following control burns.

fir, rhododendron, manzanita, California

Rizzo was teaching m the spring of

huckleberry, madrono, California bay laurel,

2000, when a USDA Forest Service scientist

California buckeye, big leaf maple, California

called him to help with some fieldwork in

coffeeberry, toyon and California honey-

knowledge freely and welcome .others in,

Marin County, Calif. -

suckle, as well as arrowwood in Europe.

getting together with colleagues and kick-

sudden oak death. Garbelotto, the U.C.-

The scientists, with their assistants,

ing things around," Tooley explains. "That's

Berkeley scientist, had spotted a dark ooze

have continued making critical discoveries

helped tremendously in advancing the sci-

on tree trunks that he suspected revealed

about new host trees and shrubs, how the

ence and prioritizing research."

the culprit that had caused the disease.

microbe survives, spreads and attacks. No
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ground zero for

Norlyn Bodkin isn't surprised his former

Days later, Rizzo, known for having a

treatment has been found to kill the disease

biology student has excelled in the field. He

sharp eye for oak maladies, went into the

or stem its spread, but they remain hopeful.

says Rizzo was enthusiastic and sharp -

one

same Marin County woods and took the

''I'm grateful every day that we have them;'

of those quick studies that stands out in

first sample after just one look at the dark

says Susan Frankel, the USDA Forest Ser-

class. "There are kids who you can tell are

ooze -

with the first whack of his axe.

vice official who first hired them to work

obviously with you every step of the way.

"Two days later it grew out, and my life

on sudden oak death. "We were really

Those are the kinds of people who keep

changed, that's fair to say," he says. "Now I

lucky. We were looking for the best people."

Rizzo and Garbelotto are technical
advisers to the board of the California Oak
Mortality Task Force, which Frankel
chaired during its first year. The work on
sudden oak death is possibly their greatest
challenge yet. Not only is it an exotic forest
pest, but people want more answers faster
than the scientific process can yield them.
"The scientists are being asked to give
answers for things that they still don' t
know enough about;' Rizzo says.
Then there are the funding and lab staff
levels that would make them the envy of many
university scientists. "There's pressure out
there;' Rizzo says. "(But) if you get frustrated
easily, you wouldn't be in this business."
Scientists expect to find more than the
current 17 hosts; they have found the disease also harms redwoods, a development
that is a blow to the environment as well as
logging and recreation. With many California vineyards planted in oak habitats, scientists are beginning experiments to find
out whether grapevines could be victims.
"The growing list started making us think,
awhile back, we should start looking at economically important crops in the areas
where this is breaking out to make sure it
won't cause damage," says Steve Swain, sudden-oak-death project coordinator for the
U.C. Cooperative Extension office in
Sonoma County.
"One of the scary things about plant
diseases is they aren't always host-specific
and can be fairly adaptable," Rizzo says.
Observations in Sonoma Co unty have
turned up infected bay laurels in a far more

'
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widespread area than oaks. Scientists sus-

spend all day out in the woods, collecting

pect the disease moves from place to place

frogs, collecting snakes, that kind of stuff

on bay laurel leaves and then kills oaks

-

along the way.

those until college;' he recalls. Rizzo didn't

Another concern is the role El Nino-

travel much in his youth, and the Shenan-

spawned winter storms might play in

doah Valley was an exotic eye opener when

spreading sudden oak death. Rizzo says the

he visited JMU. "It is surrounded by moun-

microbe that causes the disease moves into

tains and forests on both sides. Hiking,

areas during cool, wet months. So it could

backpacking and taking class field trips in

take off during El Nino periods, when rain-

these areas led to an interest in forests and

fall is greater and lasts longer. Scientists
also suspect it spreads through the air, by

'* In his youth, Rizzo collected frogs and

snakes from the forest. Now it's fungi, which
he grows out in his lab at UC-Davis.

While its spread is daunting, sudden
oak death faces tough foes in Rizzo and
Garbelotto. Swain figures he knows something about diseased trees, but is often
amazed at how the pair consistently gets
good results quickly. "Water-stained bark,
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that's not much to go on;' he notes. ''A lot
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of this is intuitive, seat-of-the-pants stuff."
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WATER- STAINED
BARK, THAT'S NOT
MUCH TO GO ON.
A LOT OF THIS IS
INTUITIVE, SEAT-OFTHE-PANTS STUFF.
..,,~ Sn:vc SWAIN
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Bodkin's biology class hikes into Virginia's
woods and forests were particularly revealing, Rizzo says.
"There's more to biology than in a test
tube;' Bodkin says. "l didn't believe in dragging stuff into the lab. We were out in the
field a lot. Some students look and don't
see. Not Dave," Bodkin recalls.

This is the first disease Rizzo can remem-

A shrublike growth that Rizzo noticed

designed experiments to learn that the

ber knowing nothing about in the beginning,

on those journeys was all that remained of

fungus-like organism survives in rainwater,

so he welcomes Garbelotto's expertise. "I

what once had been North America's

soil and leaf litter.

don't think we could have gotten this far

largest hardwood tree. Rizzo was eager to

Garbelotto is a genius in the lab. He has

along this quickly. We can divide up a large

learn about the demise of that American

developed techniques to read the micro-

workload to answer a lot of questions. We

chestnut, a sturdy tree that could reach 10

organism's genetic code quickly and with

still have the problem of learning what

to 12 feet in diameter. Chestnut blight had

near perfection. He has designed probes to

we're dealing with," Rizzo says.

decimated the tree across the East. Trees

N
V

ent diseases in the field was just an exten-

Rizzo is a wizard in the woods. He has

N
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forest ecology," Rizzo recalls. "Seeing differ-

sion of an interest in the forests;' he says.

rain splash and by humans.
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not fungi. I didn't start getting into
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get its DNA out of wood and bark ooze.

In presenting findings, Rizzo often

"I've worked in collaborations a lot, and it's

does the writing and Garbelotto the talk-

like you're always guarding a little bit.

ing. "! think I'm a lot more boring than

What captured Rizzo's curiosity were

We've never had any reservations. We com-

him;' Rizzo says. "But we both love to go

the sprouting stumps. "I thought that was

pletely trust each other;' Garbelotto says.

out into the woods."

interesting that a disease could wipe out a

were cut down in an effort to check the
spread of the disease.

"He's an extremely knowledgeable person,

Growing up in the suburbs of Philadel-

whole forest," he recalls. "Little did l know

and he's very humble about it. When he

phia, Rizzo spent hours walking through

that I would be working on a disease that

talks I really listen to him," he says.

woods and fishing along streams. "l used to

might do the same thing." +
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(JESS and JAZZ ' team-teach kids with autism
Story by Meme McKee ('99) , Photos by Gary Krueger , Design by Leah Bailey ('00)

ESSICA KAHN ('91) vividly remembers walking into her first classroom as a real teacher. One girl was
engaged in a striptease, one kid was hitting himself, one was talking to his crayons, and another was crying in the corner. , The brand new teacher had just arrived at a suburban Atlanta school after graduating
from JMU with an education degree focused on teaching emotionally disturbed students. She was about to take on a
population that many people consider unteachable and even unreachable -

children with autism. Officially called

autism spectrum disorder, this politically correct name acknowledges recent research establishing that people with
autism cannot be placed into a single narrow category. ,

Children with autism have difficulty communicating and

forming reciprocal emotional relationships. They may not make eye contact and often make peculiar, repetitive body
movements, like finger or hand flapping. Some are unable to regulate their own bodies and may hurt themselves physically. Children with autism may become distressed outside their established routines and rituals. Think of Rain Man,
with and without the savant aspect. It is a developmental disability that continues to vex educators and researchers.
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OR HER PART, Kahn took a

school rather than a group home away

cant abuse. Kahn adopted him a week

deep breath and vowed to

from his family.

before he wo uld have been put to sleep and

make positive changes in the

"The classroom is all about balance;' she

charged the $2,000 surgery to her credit

classroom. In the ensuing 11 years, she has

explains. Her educational plan balances three

card. Tenderly and carefully, she nurtured

done just that. And the tops in her field have

parts: academics, emotions and behavior.

Jazz as she does her students, taking one

recognized her expertise and commitment.

She ought to add a fo urth: Jazz, a yellow Lab

step at a time. Soon after she won his trust,

Last year she earned the National Board for

mix, with whom she has been team teach-

she began training him.

Professional Teaching Standards' certifica-

ing for eight years. Now that's balance.

Shortly thereafter, the two journeyed

tion as an early childhood through young

Jazz is a big help in making those little

into the Appalachians to visit twin boys

adulthood/exceptional needs specialist. There

successes m aterialize. Kahn encourages stu-

diagnosed with autism. During breaks in

are only 865 others like her in the co untry.

dents to control their behavior by creating

her tutoring, Kahn allowed Jazz to come

Created in 1987, the NBPTS aims to estab-

a plan through which students earn "Jazz

into the yard to play.

lish rigorous standards for voluntary teacher

rights," or time with Jazz. That plan empow-

"Jazz would go stay in a 'down-stay,'

assessment. Along with the exceptional needs

ers her students with a sense of responsibility.

and the boys could come up to him on their

specialists, there are 16,037 regular classroom

own;' Kahn says. Eventually, over time, one

teachers who have earned the NBPTS des-

of the boys would throw a ball or stick for

ignation as well- on top of the traditional

Jazz to retrieve. "We would use that time to

state certification required of teachers.

help the boys learn that words have mean-

35

Despite this huge achievement, Kahn

ing and, by telling Jazz to 'get it' or 'leave it,'
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has learned a little something about scale.

that Jazz would respond." Kahn says Jazz's
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"In my classroom, it's the little successes

response helped the boys understand cause

that count," she says. Kahn's instruction

and effect, a concept that had remained
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emphasizes life lessons -

unclear through other activities.

problem solving,

communication and social skills, areas that

According to Kahn, Jazz sensed the

often come more slowly than pure aca-

other boy's fright and so did not approach.

demics. "Students' limitations are their

Instead, Jazz waited for the boy to come to

interactions;' Kahn explains. "A student

him. Before long, the boy "was running his

may be able to complete a calculus prob-

Jazz is always ready for a friend, and her

fingers through the fur on Jazz's back." Jazz

lem but be unclear about what to do

students seem eager to take care of him.

was a safe way for them to learn cause and

when a peer brushes up next to him in
the hall at school.

Kahn found her fou r-legged partner in
1994, on a random visit to the SPCA, after

effect, not to mention that he enabled the
children to feel powerful, Kahn says.

"It may take two or three years to help a

she had spent a summer as a volunteer CPR

The duo moved to California in 1995

student develop the ability to communicate;'

teacher in Africa. Kahn had returned to

to pursue work with other children with

she explains, but that's a little success that

Harrisonburg and began work as a home-

autism spectrum disorder and spent three

goes a long way. Kahn speaks of a boy who,

schooling teacher at Eastern Mennonite

years setting up autistic programs and con -

after two years, finally has started commu-

University. Jazz was a year old and had been

ducting behavior analysis in the classroom

nicating with the class about his feelings. His

admitted to the shelter a month earlier

and in the homes of students. Since 1997, she

education will prepare him to enter a special

with a broken hip and evidence of signifi-

has worked for the Folsom-Cordova Unified
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School District in Rancho Cordova. Kahn

tional disturbances, and learning, physical

anger, then when I am angry I have to

says the district's programs attract families

and sensory disabilities. She is careful to

point out how I am feeling, and how I am

with autistic children nationwide.

not contribute to the stigma that can be

expressing it, so they can learn."

N HER California classroom,

attached to special education. Her class-

That can go a long way in establishing

Kahn remembers a fifth-

room, she says, is "just a place where things

trust, which is equally important in rela-

grader who whispered into

are taught a little differently."

tionships with emotionally disturbed kids,

Jazz's ear. Jazz listened patiently. The student's

It helps that Kahn can relate to her kids.

she adds. So many of Kahn's non-autistic stu-

history of violent expression had hindered

"I hated school," she says. "I was put in a

dents come from abusive homes, where trust

her in a normal classroom, but in her sec-

lower class, because I was disorganized and

has been lost within the family. But even in

ond year with Kahn, the student was begin-

basically a nontraditional student." She did

the absence of abuse, students with learning

ning to act with less violence. In fact, she

not perform well in a normal classroom but

disabilities have often experienced many

had now begun calmly confiding in Jazz in

did excel in test taking. Kahn attributes a

failures as they have moved from classroom

frustrating moments. "I can't get mad," the

summer session with JMU professor Dave

to classroom. These instances can have a

student would say into the dog's ear, "because

Herr to her finding her niche with kids

negative effect on a student's ability to trust

Ms. Kahn said I can control myself."

having autistic spectrum disorder and other

a new situation to be any different. Playing

"I remember her telling Jazz how mean

disabilities. Herr's techniques from this sum-

a constant and supportive role, Kahn has

I was too;' Kahn recalls, "but it was better

mer session and his other classes involving

been able to create a trusting relationship

than her lashing out at me. Soothing and

emotionally disturbed kids and discipline

with many of her students. "The bonus of

petting Jazz and speaking calmly helped

have stayed with her. "You've got to catch

special education is that I can spend more

her calm without hurting someone."

students being good," she says, mimicking

time with each student and tailor the learn-

This student suffered from childhood

Herr. "You have to tell them they're being

ing to his or her needs," she says.

abuse, bipolar disorder and other mental

good because they may not even recognize

u

issues and was the only girl in the 13-

that they are doing it right."

I

student classroom. Like many girls needing

Kahn says she tries to provide structure

against the teacher's efforts. One parent

special education, she was able to hide her

and accountability toward the student's

insisted his child not complete homework.

disabilities until her fourth-grade year.

overall performance. "You have to ask,

In a similar situation, another parent told a

Fourth grade is when school changes from

'What is the function of bad behavior?"'

child not to listen to his teachers. Yet after

"learning to read to reading to learn" and

she says. Kids with a lot of failure get frus-

making considerable effort to gain confi-

to "learning with more classmates," accord-

trated. "I try to structure the class right

dence with the parent by calling and visiting

ing to Kahn. "This can be a defining point

above where the kids are;' she says, which

the home, Kahn was finally able to break

for a student's learning curve and social

makes classroom goals more achievable. "If

through the barrier.

success," she explains.

I see that a student is having a frustrating
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Almost as important is gaining trust
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with the parents, who can actually work
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In special education, by contrast, class

day, I don't push them.

[I

AHN CREDITS the practical
experience she gained at JMU

size is smaller, and Kahn often gets to work

"Teachers have such a huge responsi-

for giving her a solid launch

with the same kids over two to three years.

bility, and part of the responsibility is tak-

pad into her profession. "Field experience at

Her students, who are diagnosed with some

ing care of ourselves and modeling that for

JMU is a real strength;' Kahn explains, as it

level of autism spectrum disorder, share

the children and our colleagues;' she says.

offers a real feel for what the classroom will

special education with students with emo-

"If I am asking the children to control their

be like for future teachers. Eleven years after

'
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Kahn graduated, that remains one of the

the NBPTS has been the best professional

and language services in her district. "When

JMU teacher education program's heralded

growth I've had," she says. In the extensive

I see a smile of pride at learning a new skill or

strengths. Today JMU students can student

year-long application process, candidates

when communicating with a friend, a con-

teach in five to six school divisions in the

must critically analyze and reflect on their

nection is made as to why I love what I do.

Shenandoah Valley or opt to go to North-

teaching and pass a series of performance-

"Every day you have to find the laughter

ern Virginia to get experience in a more

based assessments that include submissions

and the joy," she says. "Sometimes ... you

urban setting.

of student work samples, videotapes and

have to step back and either lay your head

While the special education program has

rigorous analyses of their classroom teach-

down and cry for a bit or do something

continued to evolve since Kahn graduated,

ing and student learning, which are then

it still focuses on "being a resilient teacher,"

judged by specialists in the field. The appli-

says program coordinator Karen Santos. "This

cation cost is steep, $2,300, and their chances

is a challenging field to enter and stay in, and

of Exceptional Needs certification are less

II

we restructured the program according to

than 50-50. But it's worth it, says Kahn. "It's

Independence. Kahn lives in Sacramento

The National Council for Exceptional Chil-

really a chance to articulate what you do

and is studying for her M.Ed. in adminis-

dren's knowledge and skills standards."

and to put value into your beliefs."

tration at California State University. +

silly and laugh at yourself and the world."
AHN AND JAZZ have gone
on to train two other puppies
for Canine Companions for

The program consists of a five-year
undergraduate-master's program, which is
like a super-charged double major, according to Santos. Students complete 40 hours
of general education, 40 hours of teaching
requirements, 40 hours of liberal arts
major (such as interdisciplinary liberal
studies, psychology, English) for a total of
120 hours by the fourth year. In the fifth
year, students complete additional hours in
graduate classes, earning a master's in education by graduation.
The nationwide teacher shortage affects
special education classrooms to an even
greater degree than so-called regular classrooms. At JMU, 25 to 30 students graduate
yearly in the special education undergraduate
program, and they are snapped up by school
systems immediately. JMU special education's
"Teaching is about a challenge to learn

Do you have National Board for Pro-

new things and learning from your students,"

fessional Training Standards' certification?

Kahn's certification continues the edu-

says Kahn, who has been promoted to pro-

If so, please let JMU know by e-mailing

cation begun at JMU. "Getting certified by

gram manager for psychological and speech

montpelier@jmu.edu.

five other master's programs provide additional numbers of graduate students.

Patrick McQuillan (' 93) doesn ' t have to worry about finding

Yes, believe it or not, it's the same kind

something to talk about at parties. He is the pitcher for Pity

of kickball yo u played in elementary school,

'da Fool, a team in the World Adult Kickball Association that
went undefeated in 2001 and won the inaugural WAKA
World Championship. In August 2002, the team won its sec-

but just a tad m ore competitive.
"It's great. The pitches are a lot faster.

ond division t itle, but lost the championship in a heart-

The ball goes a lot far ther, and referees are a

breaker, 2 - 1.

lot stricter;' says McQuillan, one of nine JMU

Go fools! (1-r) Patrick McOuillan
('93}, Patrick Cropper ('99). Tim
Hardy ('99), Jeff Phaneuf, Carrie Yacono (' 00) and Lindsay
Tyrrell ('99).

But Miller learned that is not the case.
Last year, Pity 'da Fool won its division

Miller, who played intramural sports
while in Harrisonburg, is one of several Hern-

and the world championship game on The

don High/JMU graduates on the

Mall in Washington.

Patrick Cropper and Ken Dyer, like

graduates on the 2002 coed Northern Virginia

The team beat The Grass Kickers, 7-6, as

team. "It's a pretty good conversation piece.

Bryan Frazitta ('98) scored the tying run to

Cropper played soccer in high schoo

Everyone wants to find out how they can get

force extra innings and Ken Dyer ('99) scored

Dyer played baseball. Hardy and Fra

on a team."

the winning run in the extra eighth inning as

both played soccer for Oakton High

Pity 'da Fool became the first unbeaten team

Northern Virginia.

"Most people are just flabbergasted
that there are adults who play the kickball
game;' says outfielder Charley Miller ('99), a

to win a title in the WAKA.

also graduated from Herndon i

McQuillan says that in kickball, the ball

"Half of the teams are out there to have a

cannot bounce more than one foot above the

good time and half are out there to win;'

ground on pitches, and that his tosses must

Centreville resident McQuillan got a call

says Hardy, who has known Frazitta since they

be within a foot of either side of the plate.

two years ago from Herndon nat ive Tim

were 7. "We really didn't have any expecta-

Hardy ('99), who heard about a kickball

tions. We kept pushing ourselves."

political science major.

league for adults after listening to a popular

Teams consist of 11 players, and the
pitcher and other fielders must stay behind

First baseman Patrick Cropper ('99),

the pitcher's mound until the ball is kicked.

Frazitta's roommate at JMU, says the team

"Bunts" are allowed and bases are located 60

"I was pretty excited. It just sounded so

did not set out to be champs. "We thought we

feet apart. Games last a minimum of five

39

fun," says McQuillan, who works for Ameri-

would go out there and have a good time," he

innings, and there are normally two referees.

M
0

can Management Systems in Fairfax. " ft has

explains. "We never even thought about win-

At least four females must be in the field

p
E

turned out to be just what I thought it would

ning. But by chance we put together a really

for defense.

be. Everyone loves kickball."

good team."

Washington, D.C., morning radio show.
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"Most of the girls on our team have
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Hardy is now the player/coach of Pity
'da Fool, which competes during the summer
in Fairfax. The team had 16 players for the
2002 season.
Hardy noted that Chris Murpi,,{'96) was
one of the league founders,

part of the league.

Cropper's wife, Christy Defusco Cropper

('99), also plays on the team.
The WAKA, which began m 1998, is

says of forming

That obviously gives us an advantage,"
Defusco says.

trying to start leagues in other parts of the

"I think our success exceeded my expec-

country, according to Miller. The WAKA Web

tations," Miller says. "We have a lot of young,

site states the league is hoping to expand to

athletic people who are good at team sports

Richmond, Baltin1ore, New York City, Seattle,

and mesh well together."

Chicago, San Francisco and Cary, N.C., and
other locations.

do once a week to

played soccer in the past and are athletic.

During the 2002 season Pity 'da Fool,

The winning combination of Dukes who
complete the Pity 'da Fool roster include,
Christy Defusco Cropper, Patrick Cropper,
Ken Dyer, Bryan Frazitta, Tim Hardy, Patrick
McQuillan, Charley Miller, Lindsay Tyrrell

it would be more

and Christy Yacono.
See what's kicking with these alums at
the Pity 'da Fool Web site at www.pitythe-

graphic Television.

fool.org. •
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Eric Stevens ('53) seated center, and Scott Helwig
('98) far right, jazz it up with the Swing Daddies.

f ERI C ..JiLv ENS' l

SU11n& DADDIES,
still Dukes by any oth er name
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Two alumni - who graduated 45 years
apart - prove that jazz and JMU span
the ages. First comes Harry Jeavons ('53),
who launched a musical career in the mid
'50s and brought his catchy alter ego to life.
"Jeavons is a difficult name to spell, pronounce and remember," he explains. ''As a

musician, an identifiable product is vital.
You are the product, and people remember
your name." Nearly five decades later, Jeavons (a.k.a. Eric Stevens) thrives in his element as a jazz performer.
After graduating from Madison College
and completing a tour of service in the U.S.
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Carter Ryley Thomas, now that's good PR
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Army, Stevens turned to music professionally, branching out into voca ls and working
in New York for 11 years with such legends
as American bandleader Lester Lanin and jazz
master Bill Conti, who composed the Rocky
theme. In 195 7, Stevens added the bass to an
already impressive list of musical talents. "And
I always wanted to play the piano, so I just
started to play," he says. Soon after, the Eric
Stevens Jazz and Blues Group took shape.
Nearly half a century later, a second JMU
alumnus and member of the U.S. Navy's
Atlantic Fleet Band joined Stevens' group.
Not long after his graduation, Scott Helwig
('98) was introduced to Stevens by Navy
band mate Alex Gowland.
"Alex had already been playing with Eric,
and he suggested they use me as their drummer. I met Eric for tl1e first time at a rehearsal
at his house in Virginia Beach. While I was
setting up my drum set, I learned that we
had both attended JMU;' says Helwig.
"I remember the first time we played
together. I hadn't even heard many of the

1

'

I

Dukes. who 1:'ork at Carter Ryley Thomas PR flank the company's "high five" sign, (l -r) Julie
~;;ssmger ( 01), Jonathan. Rhudy ('95), Natalie Glatfelter Smith ('85) and .Christian Markow
( ). The lngh -five sign 1s a party favor left over from CRT's fifth anniversary party and
parade held 1n the streets of Richmond.

Carter Ryley Thomas has been named
"Hottest Creative Shop;' "Best Work Environment;"'Best Mid-Sized PR Firm in the U.S."
and "Number One PR Firm to Work for in
America." So, it stands to reason that there
are some Dukes behind all of that success.
Although CRT only employs about 50
people in its Virginia offices, four of those
are JMU grads. Jonathan Rhudy ('95) and
Natalie Glatfelter Smith ('85) are senior associates; Christian Markow ('93) and Julie
Breissinger ('O 1) are associates. All say that
their college experience contributed to their
success at CRT.
"Working for three years on The Breeze
gave me the experience of writing, advertising and marketing the publication," Rhudy
says. ''At one point I sold advertising, so
that taught me the practical lessons of
meeting deadlines and client expectations."
Rhudy and Markow were fraternity brothers at JMU and reconnected at a public
relations networking event in Richmond.
"I suggested that he come to work for
CRT;' Rhudy says. "It helped that we had a
connection, but of course he got the job on
his own merit."

songs we performed, and we didn't have time
to rehearse them. Eric helped me learn them
as we played;' Helwig confesses.
Stevens was impressed with Helwig's subtle style. He says, "The No. 1 thing so many
drummers lack is restraint, but Scott has
good taste. He's the world's quietest drummer, and we hit it off beautifully."
During Helwig's six-month stint with the
Eric Stevens Jazz and Blues Group, the band
played at Williamsburg's multi-media festival,
"An Occasion for the Arts." The annual event
showcases nationally acclaimed artists.
Stevens and his band mates adapt their
wide range of performances to best suit the
location and atmosphere of an event. "We've
done Eric Stevens Swing Daddies in zoot
suits," Stevens laughs. "And we were quite
honored to play the Chrysler Museum of Art
in downtown Norfolk."
Stevens' group has created and performed
several theme programs including, A Salute

to Sinatra, Broadways' Greatest Moments,
Nat "King" Cole, Great African-American
Entertainers, The Birth of Rock & Roll and
Women of Song.
"You have to be versatile today," adds
Stevens, who doesn't notice major differences

in technique between generations of jazz
musicians. "Nowadays, just about everyone
crosses," he admits. "I even try to hide my
age - people think I'm 55."
Stevens' versatility spans the arts. He has
opened for Bill Cosby and performed with
Ell iott Gould and Keefe Brasselle. He
appeared in several television commercials
and on the soap Another Life. He is author
of Be Witty and has written for Inside Business, Blues News and Tidewater Senior. He's
also shared his talents by teaching the History
of Jazz at Tidewater Community College and
Old Dominion University.
Although the Eric Stevens Group hasn't
performed in Harrisonburg, Stevens often
makes the trip to his alma mater. On occasion, he even showcases his musical talents.
"I've played piano for classmates at a couple
of reunions;' he says. "I go back as often as
r can - I'm one of these reunion fans."
With his career constantly on the upswing, Stevens has delved into a new line of
work. "When the New Year came around, a
new career came around. I've just got into
song writing;' he says. Again, he reveals a
flair for versatility in composing both sophisticated jazz pieces and simple country tunes

- songs he intends to deliver personally
to Nashville.
"Usually people like to write the music
first, but I like to write the words first;' he says.
"It's easier to build the music around the
words, there's more freedom there for me."
As if his days weren't full enough, Stevens
also produces local weekly shows of what
he calls "fun songs and Tom Foolery."
"It's something fun to do;' he laughs, "just
a few clean jokes and happy music."
Stevens' carefree optimism has influenced
his band members. "I enjoyed performing
with Mr. Stevens," Helwig says. "He's a great
person - professional, and a fantastic
musician with a lifetime of experience performing music."
Helwig is currently stationed in Chicago
at the Great Lakes Training Center with
wife Mandy ('98). The stick-man continues
to play for the U.S. Navy Band and plans to
pursue graduate studies in music following
his enlistment.
And Eric Stevens' score is still not completely written. He looks forward to many
more years in his musical career. "You can't
quit being who you are;' he says.

-Ashley Day ('02)
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Markow says that the best thing he
learned at )MU was to be a thinker. "The
culture at CRT is all about taking ownership and having the ability to take respon sibility for a part of the company. I learned
that concept first in college."
Breissinger was an intern at Carter
Ryley Thomas from May 2001 through the
summer and was offered a full-time job in
November. She and Markow are working
on one of CRTs biggest and most exciting
projects - the Centennial of Flight celebration commemorating the Wright Brothers
first flight.
"The Centennial of Flight national kickoff is Dec. 17, 2002, and special events and
activities are planned for the whole year;'
Breissinger says. "It culminates with the take
off of a reproduction of the Wright Flyer in
Kitty Hawk on the same day and same time
that it happened 100 years ago!'
It may be surprising that a 23-year-old
would have such a big project on her plate,
but Breissinger is prepared. "Like JMU, the
culture at CRT is very friendly and encourages growth in people. There is a lot of opportunity, and they are willing to give you what
you need to succeed."

One of the reasons CRT has consistently
been named among the best places to work
is its emphasis on the importance of family.
The company has an on-site day-care center
for associates' children.
Smith uses the day-care center for her
son, Spencer, 10 months, as does Rhudy for
his daughter, Morgan, 9 months. Markow's
little boy, Owen, 10 months, comes in to visit
on occasion, as well.
"It was really odd;' says Smith. "We had a
complete baby boom here. Five associates had
babies due within two weeks of each other."
Smith says that having the on-site day care
is a tremendous benefit to working at Carter
Ryley Thomas.
"It's great that I can pop down and give
Spencer a hug, two or three times a day;' she
says. "Knowing everything that is going on
with him allows me to focus on my job.
Also, public relations can be very demanding, so if I need to come in early or work
late, he can just play in my office when the
day care is closed."
Rhudy agrees, "It's great that our children
are in day care together. They are our
future Dukes."

- Sande Snead Fulk ('82)
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Purple pride turns into scholarships
Alumni chapters secure
scholarships for future Dukes

The faces of license plate scholarship money: JM7l'President Linwood H. Rose congratulates Legacy Scholarship
winners (l-r ): Kasey Fisher, Kendall Helton, Katie Warner, Will S1rnpkms and Katie Taliaferro.
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The new Leeolou Alumni Center, decked
out with purple and gold banners and spreads
of delicio us food, was the gateway for 77
entering freshmen and their parents at the
August Legacy Scholarship Luncheon. The
plush center overlooks the newer residence
halls east of I-81, and it was a new and welcome sight for Katie Taliaferro and her parents
- though her parents are very familiar with
the JMU grounds on the other side ofI-81.
Linda and Rich Taliaferro, both 1975
grad uates, and their daughter, Katie, mingled
with other freshmen legacies and JMU President Linwood H. Rose at the Leeolou center.
Though most of the legacies had heard
JMU stories from their parents, Katie had a leg
up on her classmates. She's a fourth generation legacy. Her maternal grandmother, Jean
Early, graduated from Madison's secretarial
program; and her great-grandmother, Beulah
Showalter Early, attended the Normal School.
"Katie has cousins and aunts that graduated from JMU, too," says mom, Linda.

1

"We're so honored for JMU to recognize
Katie with this scholarship," adds dad, Rich.
Legacy Scholarships are available each year
because of another JMU legacy - Purple
Pride. Alumni, who take their school pride on
the road each day via a JMU Virginia state
license plate, raised $19,500 for 19 Legacy
Scholarships. This fall, 17 students received
$1,000 each and two received $1,250.
For every JMU license plate purchased
through the Virginia Division of Motor Vehicles, $15 of the $25 specialty plate fee goes to
JMU for scholarships. "The license plate program is helpful to the alumni association on
so many levels;' says Justin Thompson, director of alumni relations. "It's a great way to
display JMU pride and provide much needed
scholarship support to legacy students."
To learn more about th e Virginia JMU
license plate scholarship program, visit
www.jmu.edu/alumni/plate. To order a plate
visit the Virginia Division of Motor Vehicles
online at www.dmv.state.va.us.

out v,liy everyone is so excite
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Go to www.imusports.com and click on

BUILDINGforSUCCESS

Six alumni chapters are going above and
beyond sponsoring job fairs, service projects
and networking events. These alumni are
securing a JMU experience for future Dukes
through endowed scholarships.
The first-ever JMU chapter scholarship,
sponsored by the Richmond Chapter, began
in 1983 with an initial $3,000 gift and quickly
reached endowment level. Kristin Lazenby
and Stephanie Schuster received the Richmond Chapter's 2001-02 Scholarships.
The Metro Washington Chapter began its
scholarship fund in 1992 with a $2,500 contribution. Through member donations and
proceeds from the chapter's golf tourn ament, the fund was endowed in 2001.
The Philadelphia Chapter began its fund
in 1998 and brought it to endowment level
this year. Chapter president Michael Mafodda
('98) says, "By awardi ng the money to an
incoming freshman from our area, we're
attempting to attract quality students, who we
hope will remain active alumni. We hope
that an award, no matter how small, will
sway a student's decision to attend JMU, and
at the same time expose them to the closeknit community we have as alumni."
The Black Alumni Chapter Scholarship
Fund, established in 1995, awarded four 200102 scholarships to African-American freshmen, Jacquelyn Alexander of Fairfax, James
Cotto of Reston, Tonya Graham of Fairfax
and Chelsea Washington of Woodbridge.
The Elizabeth M. Finlayson Scholarship,
created by the Bachelor of Individual Studies
Program Alumni Chapter in 1999, honors
professor Finlayson, who was instrumental in
the founding of the Bachelor of General Studies program, [now called BIS] .
Via an anonymous alumni challenge gift,
the Charlotte Chapter has begun a scholarship
project. The donor will match th e chapter's
funds up to $5,000. "We want to help increase
JMU 's endowment and its national presence;'says chapter presiden t A.J. Fisher.
Endowed scholarships are a permanent
legacy to JMU. The principal remains intact,
and the fund's interest is used to create scholarships. The minimum level to endow a new
scholarship is $25,000. Learn more by calling
Tracey Kellogg, assistant director of alumni
relations, at (540) 568-6234.
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seasonal dressings like Thai Curry and creamy
Roquefort Pear (his favorite). "If I'm going to
make a real mango tangerine vinaigrette, I'm
going to use real mangos and tangerine juice."
The Gourmet Knowledge classes and
LarrysBest.com came about as an unlikely
partnership between Leibowitz, who knows
nothing about computers, and Dzurilla,
who knows nothing about cooking. Leibowitz's early plans - to sell the dressings
retail online as well as in farmer's markets,
vegetable stands and gourmet groceries were modified, mostly because of the nature
of the dressings: With no preservatives, they
have a shelf life of 21 days. Now the Web site
functions as a marketing tool for landing and
maintaining Leibowitz's corporate accounts.
The other unexpected plus of internetbased sales and promotion is communication
with his customers. LarrysBest.com features
a free subscription newsletter and recipes
supplied by Leibowitz and his customers.
"We've found that if you give people
quality and timely information, they are more
than happy to tell you a little bit about themselves," says Leibowitz. People send enthusiastic e-mail feedback on the dressings and on
his
recipes, and send him their own recipes
As for his full-time work, at 26, Leibowitz
is young in culinary years, and spends much ' as well. ''As we get closer to updating the
site, one of the features we are playing with
of his day designing menus, controlling food
is creating a community of salad lovers so
and labor costs, purchasing supplies and
they
can exchange recipes and ideas."
managing people twice his age.
As for financial success, while Leibowitz
"It's not as much cooking as it is number
won't quote numbers, he does say, "People
crunching and menu planning," he explains,
are
willing to pay a premium price, and unit
"but I consider myself to be very hands-on.
sales
have far exceeded our expectations."
The only way to gain respect is to roll up your
Maybe it's the combination of internet
sleeves and show them you're one of them."
and interpersonal, hightech and high cuisine,
Leibowitz came to JMU after finishing a
buzz
and spice, that seems to be the secret to
21-month associate's degree at the rigorous
Or as Leibowitz says, "It might be
success.
Culinary Institute of America in Hyde Park,
just that they taste so damn good."
N.Y. There, he learned the food end of things;
Leibowitz also teaches classes in cooking
at JMU, he learned the business end. Now
at the Boston Center of Adult Education,
he's combined them both in both his fulland he has willing students at home - his
and part-time work.
two roommates. Leibowitz cooks at home
"Food is definitely my passion. I wanted
maybe two or three times a week ("I work a
to be a chef for as long as I can remember,"
good amount of hours." ) and has passed
says Leibowitz, who haunts Boston's downalong his techniques to them. "This aparttown farmer's market for Asian pears, mangos
ment is probably the best cookin' apartment
and tangerines. A self-described fusion chef,
on the block."
he focuses on fresh ingredients as the most
The apple- and walnut-stuffed pork loin
important part of what he does. And that
was this week's dish. "Something that you
translates from recipes for apple- and walnutcan eat all week," Leibowitz explains matterstuffed pork loin to recipes for balsamic
of-factly. "You just cook it once and reheat
vinaigrette and the other dressings he creates
the leftovers."
for corporate accounts in the Boston area.
That's some leftovers. Let your mouth
Leibowitz has four core dressings: Balsamic Vinaigrette, Classic Caesar, Honey
water at larrysbest.com.
- Cara Ellen Modisett ('96)
Sherry Dijon and Wild Berry. He also creates

VIRTUAL

Salad lr111lng1?

1

"Craze or bust," says Larry Leibowitz
('99), "it doesn't matter."
He has reason to feel secure in the roller
coaster dot-com world. Much of it is because
Leibowitz, an executive chef with a Fortune
500 company in Boston, and his business
partner Dean Dzurilla (a marketing analyst),
have a different philosophy about the value
of the Internet.
"It's a vehicle to promote our business
and generate buzz about our products and
classes;' says Leibowitz.
The "product" is the another difference
with this company. LarrysBest.com promotes
and sells not software development, Internet
provider services, marketing tools nor database kits - but salad dressings.
A second part of the company, GourmetKnowledge.com, brings ChefLeibowitz into
your home for personalized cooking classes.
Plus, these are side gigs. "I haven't given
up the world," Leibowitz emphasizes.
Leibowitz creates his salad dressings during off hours from his corporate catering
job. And through his Gourmet Knowledge
cooking series, Leibowitz teaches basic and
intermediate cooking techniques and recipes
to individuals and groups. His classes focus
on creating simple desserts, the Best of Asia,
the Best of Italy and seasonal recipes highlighting specific ingredients and holidays.

i
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of speech pathology
Story by Nancy Bondurant Jones
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Lucille Jones Clark Smead ('28) says that she and her classmates dubbed the late President Samuel Page Duke
as "Swimming Pool Duke" because of his unconventional and aggressive fund-raising efforts to construct
the school's first swimming pool in Keezell Hall.

Betty Boop and Clara Bow may have
been icons for The Roaring '20s, but bobbed hair was all they had in common with
the girls at Harrisonburg's newly named
State Teachers College. And even shorn
tresses were vehemently opposed until new
Dean of Women, Bernice Varner, returned
from a meeting in Atlantic City sporting
the new style. Newspaper headlines that
screamed of flappers, speakeasies, bathtub
gin and jazz in New York and Chicago simply solidified moral opposition in smalltown America.
Students like Lucille Jones ('28)- though
she had the marcelled bob - didn't question their parents' and President Samuel P.
Duke's covenant that the training of future
teachers included sheltering them from the
sins of worldliness and imbuing them with
a strong sense of religious morality.
Today, however, with just a wicked wink,
Lucille Jones Clarke Smead imparts a lifetime of wisdom learned since those cloistered days before she graduated from the
state teachers college in 1928.
At a recent JMU alumni weekend reception, President Linwood H. Rose complimented her for getting to campus, all the way
from St. Simon's Island, Ga., by herself.
"Sugar;' she replied, "I get to bed by myself, I get up by myself, so why shouldn't I
get here by myself?"
Smead's longevity and self-sufficiency
- not to mention her long-honed streaks of
independence, humor and drama - made
her the life of the reunion party.
"I've had such a wonderful time this weekend. I don't think I've opened a single door
for myself. I don't deserve all this attention," she told fellow alumni. "But I don't
deserve this arthritis in my back either."
Smead won't reveal her age. She leaves
the math to others. Though she'll celebrate
her 75th class reunion next year, her youthful vigor and saucy humor attract her to all
age groups. Her ability to recall memories
in such detail is uncanny.
Smead, for example, born in Buckingham
County to parents of Welsh extraction,
remembers her church doubled as a oneroom schoolhouse, where her mother taught.
"My mother played the pump organ with the
songs sung in Welsh. I went to school when
I was 4 years old. My next sister, was two
years older, and I learned my ABCs right
along with her and how to count. My mother
had a big, fat chair at her desk, and I'd go up
there while she'd teach class, and I'd be hugging her leg and hear every sound."

Left to right: 1932, principal of Charity Elementary School in Princess Anne County, Va. - 1950, principal of Briggs Elementary School in Portsmouth, Va.
- 1967, supervisor of Speech Pathology, Virginia Department of Education.

Smead's family moved from Arvonia to
Dillwyn and during the teacher shortage of
World War I, her mother, now with five
children, was asked again to teach but in a
larger setting. "She would teach music and
she didn't teach do-re-me. She taught Holy,
Holy, Holy, The Old Rugged Cross, and things
like that. The principal said, 'Miss Lizzie, you
have to stop teaching those songs. All the little
boys and girls want to come in your class."
Those ties to church and education,
plus her mother's example as a community
leader have inspired Lucille all her life. Today
this ageless senior citizen is retired from
ed ucation but remains active in church. She
had to leave the JMU weekend early to be on
time at Sunday school the next morning.
'Tm president of the adult class, and we have
120 on roil with about 80 in attendance each
Sunday. And it's an exciting class, so I'll get
into St. Simons Island at 12 o'clock tonight
and be all ready to go in the morning."
Smead's early departure in no way dimmed the dazzling impression she had made
on fellow alumni with impromptu remarks
after a special introduction as the earliest class member. Her mix of humor and
practicality clearly came through - and
are the reasons Nancy O'Hare, professor
emerita of speech pathology, refers to her
as "the Auntie Mame of speech pathology
in Virginia."
Smead closed her impromptu talk with
a favorite joke: ''A boy who had just graduated
excitedly barged in on his father, diploma
in hand, saying, 'Daddy, I'm so happy, I just
got my B.A.' The father looked up, non pl used,
and said, ' Sit down, son . The world will
soon teach you the rest of the alphabet."'

The audience understood why she enhanced speech pathology across the state.
As a member of the State Department of
Education, Smead traversed the commonwealth persuading superintendents to incorporate speech and hearing programs into
each school district. The statistics confirm
her success. When she was invited on board
in 1967, 74 districts had programs. Thirteen
years later, she had established programs in
every county and city district statewide, all
110. Her success led to one of her highest
honors: selection as a Fellow of the American Speech and Hearing Association.
From early experiences as a classroom
teacher to specialist in speech pathology,
Smead met diverse assignments and adapted
to demand. One year she taught high school
chemistry. "I learned so much about chemistry - and I saw to it they had a chemistry
teacher for the next year. You never know
what you'll have to do until you're doing it.
"I would like to tell young people today
in college to stick with teaching, because I
feel the potentiality of the future teacher is
great. Their status will be elevated and there'll
be a great increase in pay - which is very
much needed. Teachers will have self-esteem,
be proud of their work and people are going
to look up to them." She remembers the high
status she enjoyed. "When I came along, I
could get a check cashed anywhere. I didn't
have to have any references or driver's license
because I was a school teacher."
While she was visiting JMU, Smead
assessed the four JMU presidents she witnessed over the years. "Dr. Buruss set an
intellectual basis for the school. Dr. Duke
ran the place with no changes, quite a bit of
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Lucille Smead ('28) met her fifth JMU president,
Linwood H. Rose, at his home during alumni
reunion weekend activities in May.

growth, but still tightly with rules and regulations. Then Dr. Miller came in and it
was "Wow! A little give and take on all."
Next Dr. Ronald Carrier came along, and
this man was a shaker, a mover and shaper.
Every time I heard him speak, I just wished
I had a million dollars to give the university. I wish more people would do that!'
Now that Smead has lunched with today's
president, Linwood Rose, she feels he'll continue JMU's quality and growth.
Before parting the alumni weekend,
Smead showed off her peerless perspective
once again. While alumni who graduated in
the late '30s and '40s were getting teary at the
sight of Wilson Hall, she said, "Honey, Wilson
Hall wasn't even built when I was a student."

WIRELESS WIZARD
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Just call Mark
Rockwell ('84)
a wireless wizard.
Be it pagers, cellular phones,
satellite communications or the wireless Internet, Rockwell can give you the lowdown. The telecommunications journalist was named
bureau chief of Wireless Week, a weekly
newspaper that reports on all types of
wireless communications. Rockwell's beat
includes the wireless, regulatory and legislative news and trends of the nation's
capitol, including such bodies as the FCC,
Capitol Hill, the Supreme Court and the
White House.
A IS-year veteran reporter, Rockwell
values the on-job internships and experiences he received at Harrisonburg's
Daily News-Record and the Waynesboro
News- Virginian. "I started out covering
all the stories no one else was willing to
do;' he says, "like taking photos of unusual
looking vegetables." He also remembers
readers saying things like, "Hey, don't
this potato look like Wynona Judd?" or
"Can you send a reporter out to take a
'pitcher' of this huge moth I got trapped
in my garage?"
Following the footsteps of his Associated Press reporter father, Rockwell has
interviewed many politicians and celebrities including Al Gore, Bill Gates and
numerous U.S. and state congressmen.
He enjoys talking about how his father's
work influenced him. "My father interviewed Elvis Presley before the king went
into the Army. I was impressed with his
ability to talk with people and then write
about it:'
After writing his first newspaper story,
Rockwell became hooked on the process.
"Seeing your byline can't be beat;' he says.
Rockwell earned the 1996 American
Business Press Jesse H. Neal Award for a
feature he wrote for Tele.com Magazine.
The article covered connections of underprivileged people, schools and libraries
to the Internet. In 1984, he joined Phillips
Publishing as a telecom reporter and
after three years moved to MIS Week. He
has written for Communications Daily
and worked in public relations for GTE
Space-net and NEC America.
In 1995 Rockwell returned to telecom journalism to cover the U.S. Con gress as legislators prepared to pass the
1996 Telecommunications Act.
"There I was surrounded by reporters
from the Washington Post, New York Times
and Wall Street Journal in a press conference with Al Gore the day Clinton signed
the Telecom Act. I have a photo from that
day that I use to convince my wife I'm a
working journalist."
-Allison Swanson ('02)

•STAY IN TOUCH•
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To submit a class n ote for publication in Montpelier, please refer to the class note submission
form and instructions on Page 51.

Kathleen Knowlton works for the law firm of
Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering in Washington, D.C.
She is the adoptive parent of Lia, 4, from China
and Roza, 3, from Kazakhstan.

1949

Jane Wesley earned her MLS in library and information science from the University of Hawaii.
She left teaching English to become a librarian
for Lockheed. She then earned her M.B.A. and
m anaged a technical library, a con sulting business and was a sales manager for Ingram Library
Services. She is now a part-time librarian at the
Gardner Academy and the San Jose Public Library.
She also renewed her teaching credentials.

She played field hockey for Madison
College, and her active lifestyle continues into retirement. Master synchronized swimmer Evelyn Dickson Dowling of Palm Beach County, Fla., performs medalwinning routines to Roy Orbison's Pretty Woman
and completes challenging water workouts four
times a week. She coaches 45 girls, ages 8-19 and
has competed since 1986. Her synchronized trio
performance won second place at the 2001 U.S.
Synchro Masters National Championships. As a
U.S. Synchronized Swimming Level III judge
and coach, Dowling holds lifeguarding and
water safety instructor certifications. As a master
of the sport - a swimmer of 20 or more years
- she says,"People just look at me and say, 'my
God, look what she's doing!"'

1953
Jeanette Mills Feuer White and Rex T. White
live in Roanoke.
Billie Totten Huff has four grandchildren. She
and the Pi Kaps got together a couple of years
ago and had a blast.

195G
George "Jack" Leffel and Pat visited Rome, Florence and Venice, Italy, for their eighth anniversary.

1959
Kay Daggy Neff reports that her fellow
classmates have raised
more th an $33,800
toward the Class of
1959 Scholarship. Each year, an incoming freshman with academic merit and financial need
will receive the $1,250 award. Members of the
class of 1959 visited campus in April to present a
check to )MU President Linwood H. Rose. Front
row, 1-r, are: Martha Kraus, Judith Wise Rosson,
Anne Silman Smith, Sandra Wtlkinson Houck,
Kay Daggy Neff, Ann Younkins Shockey, Shirley
Foote Eye, Peggy Crockett Allen. Back row, 1-r:
Barbara Culler Boyd, Winifred Higgins, Patricia Biscoe Faulconer, Jo Artz Umberger, LeReve
Thomas Reardon, Kathleen Lutz Gardner, Teresa
Johnson MacGregor.

1970
Elaine Bunting retired after 31 years as a library
m edia specialist and published the third book in
her "Our Maryland Counties" series for children,
titled Counties of Southern Maryland.

1972
Judy Clinedinst Ward is development coordinator
for Sunnyside Communities in Harrisonburg.

1973
Rebecca Slate Francois teaches ESL in Fairfax
County. Her son, David ('03), is a senior at )MU.

1977
Debra Jones Holdren earned the designation of
project management professional. She is the owner
of Integrity Enterprises, a Roanoke-based IT consulting company serving the Mid-Atlantic states.
Elsie Moyes Garber is library media specialist for
North Fork Middle School. Her husband, Andrew,
works as an RCA for the Harrisonburg post office.

1980
Gregory S. Benson, a physical education teacher
in Fairfax fo r 22 years, won the 2001 Champion
of Character Award from the Fairfax County
Athletic Council. He and Gail live in Chantilly
with their two children, Gregory Jr. and Kathryn.

1981
Kelly Garbero is serving a three year term on the
Board of Education in the Parkway School District in St. Lo uis County, Mo.
Donna Sizemore Hale was one of five runnerups in WorkingMother magazine's 2002 national
"Working Mother of the Year" award. Hale is
executive director of the American String Teachers Association and an advocate for various nonprofit groups that foster educational and employment opportunities for underprivileged youth.

1982
Michael King is an elementary school physical
education teacher and coaches gymnastics and
track at Harrisonburg High. Wife Lori Torpy ('87),
is a stay-at-home mom to Mariah, 5, and Isaiah, 2.
Carl McColman published his fifth book, The
Complete Idiot's Guide to Paganism .
Kelly McCrane is moving back to Virginia Beach
with Tim and their children, Erin and Ryan.

1983
Elizabeth (Libby) Smoot is the general manager
of The Northern Virginia Daily newspaper. She
was named business manager in l 998 and assistant general manager in 2001. She and Jeff live in
Strasburg with their children, Jenna, 10, and
twin sons Mark and Ryan, 5.

1984
John W. Anderson Jr. earned his funeral service
degree from John Tyler Community College and
works for Anderson Funeral Service/Central
Virginia Vault Co.

L

1990

Steve Lockard is a senior district m anager for
Newgen Results and lives in Annapolis, Md.,
with wife, Sam, and their children, Julia, 3, and
Sarah, seven months.

Christine Dalton Dean and Adam live in Leesburg with their son, Thomas Michael, 1.

1985

Joseph D. Livingood is vice president of Billy
Casper Golf.

Lisa DiBisceglie earned her doctorate of education in higher education administration at Seto n
Hall Un iversity and was chosen Italian-American Woman of the Year by the Italian-American
Police Society of New Jersey.
James "Jay" A. Leftwich Jr. serves the Chesapeake
Public School Board. He is a partner in the law
firm of Basnight, Kinser, Telfeyan, Leftwich &
Nucholls, P.C. Jay and Renee have two boys,
Logan, 7 and Austin, 4.

198B
Paul Luetkemeyer and Jenny live in Marshall
with their daughter, Maria Therese, 2.
David Rivers is national workshops directo r for
the Nashville Songwriters Association. His wife,
Kathy Wagner ('87), is an account supervisor at
McNeely, Pigott & Fox Public Relations. The
couple lives in Nashville, Tenn., with daughters,
Caroline and Annalee.

1987
Cynthia Phillippy Cadieux earned a doctorate
in urban services/urban education from Old
Dominion University. She is a grant program
manager and adjunct faculty member at Tidewater Community College in Norfolk.

Cambridge Scientific Abstracts appointed Patrick
Julius to senior director for licensing and publishing operations. He is responsible fo r ma naging
CSA's relationships with industry organ izations and
leading special projects in technology development.
Gary R. Shendell is a lawyer with Marshall, Dennehey, Warner, Coleman & Googin. He will lead
the Ft. Lauderdale o ffice and concentrate o n
defending professionals.

Serologicals Corp. of Atlanta, Ga.,
named Mike Steele as director of cor porate business development. Steele
has served Serologicals for nine years,
and his new duties include identifying and evaluating business d evelopment opportunities.
Steele most recently served as managing director
of plasma operations. He is active in the Plasm a
Blood Protein Therapeutics Association Source,
where he has served in various leadership roles
including current director and executive com mittee member of the PPTA Source Internal
Quality Plasma Proteins Standards committee.
He earned his M.B.A. in finance and B.S. in psychology from JMU. Serologicals Corp. is a global
provider of biological products and enabling
technologies essential for the research, development and manufacturing of biologically based
life science products.

1989
Ann Dasch works in alumni relations at Reed
College following two years as a stay-at-h om e
mom to Claire, 4, and Alden, 2. Her husband,
Tony Allport is a carpen ter and contractor.

Susan Robinson and Thomas Patras reside in
Baltimore, Md.

1991
Jill Haeussler Browning earned a M.Ed. from
Hamline University in St. Paul, Minn. She teaches
elementary school in Minneto nka.
Andrea Rushton Laughmiller and Lance live in
Chesapeake with their son, Luke Sullivan, 3.
Melissa Cassens Neal earned a National Board
Certification for Professional Teaching Standards in
early adolescence social studies and history. She
teaches eighth grade in Manassas, where she lives
with Andy and their sons, A./., 3, and Jacob, 1.
Kevin Robertson is a C.P.A. with O berJKaler in
Baltimore, Md.
Lawanda "Candi" Shouvely lives in Hope Mills,
N.C., with Dondre Rittman and son, Brandon
Sherrod, 8.

1992
Hugh Broomall is an assistant principal at a school
for mentally-disabled children and Pam Schumm
('91) is an elementar y school guidan ce counselor.
Hugh and Pam live in Delaware with daughters,
Logan Claire, 1, and Hannah Ruth, 3.
Lottie Swanson Grimes and Dave live in Williamsburg with their son, Jacob Newell, 2.
Manuel E. Gutierrez earned his doctorate in
clinical psychology and is a forensic psychologist
for the Department of Justice Bureau of Prisons.
Wife, Susan Austin ('91) , is a R.N. in neonatal
intensive care at Joe DiMaggio Children's Hospital
in Hollywood, Fla. They live in Pembroke Pines,
Fla., with children, Zachary, 4 and Sarah, 2.

1993
Julia DeLise Curtis and Chris, live in Vilas, N .C.,
with their three daughters, Chloe May, 6, Emma
Caroline, 3, and Hannah Faith, 1.
Heath Frye and Melissa have two children, a
son, Ethan Michael, 3, and a daughter, Avery
Morgan, 1. The fam ily resides in Etters, Pa.
Dave Maddaluna earned his M.B.A. in finance
at the University of North Carolina. He works
for Washington Mutual Ban k.
Michael Markisello and Heidi Koeckert ('94)
live in Harrisonburg with their fo ur children,
Matthew, Amelia, Stephen and Margaret Joy.
Jason Mitchell graduated from naval flight training after carrier qualifying aboard the USS George
Washington. He earned his wings of gold and was
designated a naval aviator. Capt. Mitchell will fly
the AV-8B Harrier in Cherry Point, N.C.
Monique Hall Morris earned a doctorate of
audiology from the University of Florida. She
an d Rick live in Danville where she is an audiologist with Audiology Hearing Aid Associates.

AfflDli OUT A DREAffl
"I am fully visible for a
full two seconds in my bigscreen debut:' laughs Marni
Penning ('92) abou t her
background appearance in
the movie, A Beautiful Mind.
Penning has also appeared in the
background of N BC-TV's Ed and Law &
Order, HBO's Sex & the City and FOX's
The $treet. She also appeared in the
background of the film I'm With Lucy
and worked with director Penny Marshall as Drew Barrymore's stand-in for
Riding in Cars with Boys. 'Tm having a
ball," Penning says.
The busy actress graduated from /MU
with a theater degree and just three credits shy of a double major in graphic design.
"I've been in theater since I was 8 years
old," says Penning, who toured for th ree
years with Shenandoah Shakespea re
Express while she was a )MU studen t.
After graduation, Penning moved to
Washington, D.C., and performed locally
before moving to Cincinnati in 1994.
Maki ng good on plans hashed out in the
Waffle House in the 'Burg, Penning joined
fellow alumni, Nick Rose ('93) and Jasson
Minadakis ('92), to establish the Cincinnati Shakespeare Festival.
In 2000, Penning left CSF and moved
to New York to expand her "circle of
opportunity." Since then, she's appeared
in several off-off-Broadway shows and a
few short fil ms, including Just Reward
for Myriad Arts in New York City. Last
spring she finished portraying Rosalind
in the CSF production of As You Like It.
She won a 200 1 Cincinnati Entertainment Award from Cincinnati City Beat
Arts and Entertainment m agazine for
her role as Julie in John Strand 's Lovers
& Executioners.
During the summer
2001 theater season,
Penning played Hermia in William Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream
for th e Maryland
Stage Co. at CenterStage in Baltim ore.
After that, "more auditioning;' says an
optimistic Penning. "Who knows what my
next project will be?"
Keep a sharp eye out for this Duke,
who's just as comfortable in background
and starring roles.
- Janelle DiOrio ('03)

Hey Dukes,
when the Madison Fund
phonathon calls, please give.
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As computers continue to
become more challenging
and necessary, so does the
need for their security. That's
why Paul Innella ('95) decided to form his own information security company with some of his friends.
"We focused on the idea of information security, recognizing it as the next
technological arena to truly take off;'
says Innella, a computer science major
and math minor.
In 2001, Innella (president and CEO)
formed Tetrad Digital Integrity, which
provides solutions to today's most challenging security problems for numerous
government and commercial clients.
Georgetown-based TD! is a small
business with local and global partners.
The company has done work in New
York, London, Milan, Pittsburgh, Minneapolis, Cincinnati and Harrisonburg
according to Innella. TD! has provided
security service for a number of organizations, including the U.S. departments of
Education and Defense. Yet, Innella is hesitant to truly call himself successful. "I think
that we have exceeded our best expectations thus far, but I know the road ahead
is long and hard," he says. "We make sure
that we do only what we can, ensuring
that our existing customers are happy."
TOI has also formed an alliance of
sorts with other security professionals
around the world. The International
Network of Information Security Professionals was established to "bring the
many small information security firms
and independent consultants together"
to try to serve customers better.
A student spotlight piece in the honors
program newsletter Honor News foreshadowed Inella's career choice. "The
[writers] asked me what I wanted to do
after graduation, and I said that I wanted
to start a business with my friends."
With an increase of hacker attacks and
security leaks, and since tragedies of Sept.
I I, information security and assurance
has become a hot topic. TDI's mission is to
create a safe network environment, ensuring the integrity, confidentiality and availability of information within a computing
infrastructure.
"The largest problem we've noted,"
Innella says, "is a lack of properly staffed
information security personnel. JS departments are understaffed - often with
professionals whose backgrounds are not
in security."
Visit the Tetrad Digital Integrity team
at www.tdisecurity.com.

- Janelle DiOrio ('03)

Amy Newfield owns a bath and body shoppe/
day spa in Crested Butte, Colo. She lives there
with her dog Khaki, who she rescued from the
Harrisonburg SPCA 10 years ago.

1998
Michael Coppola works at Merrill Lynch Investment Managers in Princeton, N.J. He and Jennifer
live in Yardley, Pa.

Robyn Davis Sekula lives in New Albany, Ind.,
and is a reporter for Business First, the weekly
business journal of Louisville, Ky. She covers a
variety of business topics including high tech
companies and trends, government and the lottery. She is married and has two cats.

Zach Elliott earned his M.D. from the PhiJanciphia
College of Osteopathic Medicine. He is a U.S. Navy
physician and completed an internship in San
Diego. He entered flight school in Pensacola, Fla.,
preparing for two years as a flight surgeon.

1994

Rene Gonzalez is a financial adviser with American Express Financial Advisers. His wife, Amy, is
a second-grade teacher.

Scott Mell is a certified insolvency and restructuring adviser and a director at Ernst & Young
Corporate Finance L.L.C. in Los Angeles.
Sandra Detwiler Obernberger and Alfred live
in Fairfax.
Angela Robinson and Shariyf Malik live in
Clarkston, Ga., with daughter, Sahura, 2.
Mitchell Scherr is a producer and director in New
York City. His documentary, The Season: A Year
with Cal Ripkin Jr., won a 2001 Sports Emmy
Award. He also worked on the ESPN program
Inside the Moments, a five-part series focusing on
the 30 greatest moments in Major League Baseball history. The series aired from July to August.
Paul Tine and Whitney reside in Nags Head,
N.C., with son, Jack Newton, 1.
Melvin T. Wooding completed a six-month
deployment to the Mediterranean Sea and Arabian
Gulf while assigned to the 22nd Marine Expeditionary Unit, based in Camp Lejeune, N.C.

1995
Randall Larson Belknap is director of North
American sales for Oracle Corp. in Reston.
Stephanie Erb Moehlenkamp teaches general
music to grades pre-K through 5 at Leesville Road
Elementary School in Lynchburg. She and Mark
play and sing in the band, Now and Then.

Jonathan Lee Hindman is a captain in the U.S.
Army. He is a dermatology resident at Walter
Reed Army Medical Center in Washington, D.C.
F. Joe Kaminski Jr. is chief financial officer for
Mountain Valley Corp.

Adam Lewis earned his M.B.A. from the University
of Richmond. Wife, Pam Kincaid ('97), earned an
M.Ed. from Virginia Commonwealth University.
Paul Neagle is a physician's assistant in cardiology.
He and Christina live in Alpharetta, Ga.
Stephen Rennyson and Jane live in Virginia Beach
with their daughter, Madelin.

1997
Angela France earned her juris doctorate from
George Mason University School of Law. During
law school she was an intern to the Honorable
Jonathan C. Thacher. She practices employment
and contract litigation at the Arlington office of
Alba & Obio n, L.L.P.
Carla Swartz Hasenkamp works in clinical
research for Merck & Co., Inc.
Maggie Welter is a producer and writer for E!
Entertainment Television in Los Angeles.

1998

Amy Ordakowski earned her master's and doctorate in equine nutrition from Virginia Tech.
She is a lecturer at the University of Maryland.

John Andersen graduated from the VA-MD
Regional College of Veterinary Medicine. He and
Michelle live in Cary, N.C., and he works at the N.C.
State University College of Veterinary Medicine.

William "Ward" Ponn earned his master's in
information systems from George Mason University. He is a senior secure systems engineer for
a software security company in Herndon.

Anne-Marie Hanson earned her master's in horticulture from Virginia Tech. She is completing an
education internship at Holden Arboretum in
Kirtland, Ohio.

Michael D. Purdy earned his Ph.D. in biophysics
from the University of Virginia in May. He completed his dissertation in the field of molecular
physiology and biological physics. He accepted a
position as a research scientist in the molecular
physiology and biological physics department at
the University of Virginia. Purdy earned a B.S. in
physics, magna cum laude, from JMU.

Brian Kerns earned his M.D. from Eastern Virginia Medical School and is completing an emergency medicine residency at EVMS.

Bridges Radick Spiva earned a master's of public administration from Virginia Tech. She is a
probation supervisor for the Virginia Department of Juvenile Justice.
Meredith D. Walters earned an M.F.A. from the
University of Arizona. She is assistant director of
public and interpretive programs (curator of
education) at the Walker Arts Center in Minneapolis, Minn.

Sandra Pittman and Jason Reichert reside in
Pennington, N.J.

1999
•;,.;:;..,-

Allison Enos is assistant to the curator at Montpelier, the Orange County
home of James Madison. This year,
Enos served as staff liaison to the
committee that produced Montpelier

Hospitality: History Traditions and Recipes from the
Home ofJames and Dolley Madison. The cookbook
includes historic highlights, Madison family history,
period quotations, Montpelier photographs and 285
recipes. For more information, call (540) 672-0003
or visit www.montpelier.org/store.htm.

Matthew Hertz earned his juris doctorate from
the Catholic University Columbus School of Law.

Melissa Bees ('94) to Ronan Flynn, 2/2/02.

Wayne Robert Hobik Jr. is coordinator of business
development for NBC Sports in New York City.

Marcia Lynne Edmundson ('94) to Michael
Skiffington, 5/4/02.

Jennifer Koziol earned a B.S. in nursing from
the University of Virginia.

Angela Robinson ('94) to Shariyf Malik, 3/ 1/02.

Jessica Lynne Miller and Steven live in Orlando,
Fla., and work at the headquarters of Campus
Crusade for Christ.
Marc Piguet lives in Olympia, Wash ., and is a
physical therapist in nearby Tumwater, Wash.

2000
Beth McGinnis earned a master's of public
health in health promotion from Oregon State
University. She lives in the Portland metro area.

2001

Jackie Molena {'93) to Todd Nussbaum, 10/6/01.

Jennifer Lofquist ('94) to Andrew C. Lee, 6/9/01.
Stephanie Erb ('95) to Mark Moehlenkamp,
1/20/02.
Wendy Hackleman {'96) to Thomas J. Leonard IV
('95), 5/5/02.

Neil Hamby ('96) to Mindi Bein, 5/12/01.
Virginia "Ginnie"Henry {'95) to Dan Flynn, 4/6/02.
Meghan Evans Bury {'96) to Peirce Rennolds
Macgill {'96/'00 M), 4/20/02.
James "Duck'' Howard {'96) to Lorrie Ann Coffey
('Ol), 1/5/02.
Katie McGrath {'96) to Peter Kitrinos, 4/27/02.
Rene Gonzalez {'96) to Amy Gavin, 3/16/02.

Thomas R. DeYulia Jr. lives in Old Town
Alexandria. He founded an IT consulting firm
and is CEO & chairman. He is active with current members of the Theta Chi fraternity.

Karla Esleeck {'97) to Jeffrey Michael Zimmerman, 6/30/01.

Gary L. Hunter earned his commission as a
naval officer after completing Office Candidate
School at Naval Aviation Schools Command,
Naval Air Station, Pensacola, Fla.

Jessica Lynn Wtlk ('97) to Brian Matthews Bloxom,
4/20/02.
Kelly Austin {'98) to Matthew Mitchell, 3/23/02.

Alexander M. Wilmer earned a master's in public administration from )MU in May.

Susan Marie Branner ('98) to Christopher MacDonald, 9/20/02.

2002
Diamond Duke pitchers Jared Doyle and Dan
Meyer are off to the pros after signing deals with
Major League Baseball teams. A third-round pick,
Doyle agreed to a $425,000 package with the
Arizona Diamondbacks. A supplemental firstround pick, Meyer signed a $1.1 million deal with
the Atlanta Braves. These Diamond Duke hurlers
helped JMU's 2002 baseball team set a school record
for wins (44) and both were named All-CAA. The
Dukes finished second in this year's CAA Baseball Tournament.
Sarah Kindig and Jennifer Lange earned 2002
U.S. State Department Humanitarian Demining
Fellowships. The State Department and JMU's
Mine Action Information Center established the
paid fellowships to get students involved in land
mine problems on an international level by working with government agencies in humanitarian
efforts. Erin Snider ('99) was the first recipient
of the fellowship, and she completed a demining
policy assessment in Djibouti. She works for the
Un ited Nations' Adopt-A-Minefield program.

WfOOINGS
1970s
Elsie Moyes ('77) to Andrew Garber, 6/23/0 I.

19 90s
Joseph D. Livingood {'90) to Susan A. Cossaboon, 4/6/02.
Susan Michelle Jett ('91) to Larry Robinson,
9/22/0 1.
BetharryCallard {'92) to Steven Plummer, 12/14/01.
Sandy Grantham {'92) to Dib Oglesby, 9/8/01.

Stacy Maiorana {'96) to Jeffrey G. Pakula, 2/16/02.

Carla Swartz {'97) to Brian Hasenkamp, 3/9/02.

Jennifer Koziol ('99) to Mark A. Fontenot, 7/1/01.
Jessica Miller {'99) to Steven Cole, 4/ 13/02.
Elyse Nelrrbas ('99) to F. Michael Starr II, 3/23/02.

20 00S
Karen O'Saben ('OO) to Brent Perry, 5/4/02.
Brenda Sutherland ('OO) to Chris Yankoviak,
3/18/02.
Noelle Loue ('OI) to Nicholas Campbell, 8/4/01.

FUTU U DUKfS
1980S
Jerry Pierce ('81) and Lisa, a son, Andrew "Drew"
Reese, 2/13/02.
Renee Picot Gilman ('82) and Doug, a daughter,
Sharon Marie, 9/15/0 I.
Steve Lockard ('84) and Sam, a daughter, Sarah
Louise, 4/29/02.
Kay Sampson Allen ('86) and Charles, a son,
Connor Wellford, 3/2/02.
Arny Rennie Carter {'86) and Brad, a son, Wade
Rennie, 6/5/0 I.
Timothy M. McConville ('86) and Amy, a
daughter, Grace Elizabeth, 3/7/02.
Linda Hine Schilling {'86) and Todd, a son, Bryce
Richard, 2/28/02.
Cynthia Campbell Chaos ('87) and Stephen ('88),
a daughter, Rachel Grace, 10/29/01.
Laura Irwin ('87) and Eric, a daughter, Sarah
Lucille, 12/17/0 I.
Sarah Thornton Wright ('87) and David, a
daughter, Emily Nell, I 1/25/01.
Dana Gail Cole Booth ('88) and Peter, a son,
Anthony Arizona MacMillan, 1/14/02.

DA'IIODRL SECURIIY ID RSHED
To say that JMU's Infosec program taught
John Sciandra ('OIM)
everything he knows
about information
security is stretching the truth, but to say
that it taught him just about everything he
knows about distance learning is not.
And it is thanks in large part to his JMU
master's in computer science information
security that Sciandra has landed a contract to teach a similar distance-learning
pilot program for the U.S. Army.
Sciandra is president of the high tech
information security company NACON
Consulting LLC. In addition to designing
the distance-learning program for the Army,
NACON has completed a contract with the
Federal Aviation Administration, wrote a
computer security handbook for the General Services Administration, and was on
retainer to help the Pentagon reconstitute
its IS systems after Sept. 11.
Sciandra is doing quite well with a
company that started in his shed. "I've been
interested in computers since I was in high
school and had my first encounter with a
teletypewriter;' he says. "It was a very loud
machine. When you typed hello, it sprang
to life, saying, 'Please log on now.' - like
something out of 2001: A Space Odyssey."
Despite an early fascination with computers, Sciandra didn't find his true calling
until he found out that information security was a career field when he got out of
the Army in 1995. "I was working at
Orion Scientific Systems Inc., a company
on the leading edge of government intelligence;' he says. "I told them how they could
adapt their tools to be able to work in JS
space. But they didn't go for it, so I quit."
Sciandra went to work as an information security manager for TASC Inc. and
worked as a civilian Army contractor
until 2000. After that, he was a security
consultant to Acuent E.C. Inc. for less than
a year before starting NACON.
He was drawn to the high visibility of
JMU's lnfosec program, which "allowed
students to interact across time zones;' he
explains. "You could post questions to a
Web board and have them answered by
someone in California. You have a list of
peers with whom to network, which is
really important in information security."
Sciandra started NACON in his home
in Annapolis, Md. The five current employees, including David Manning ('OI), work
from home computers and conference via
video on high-speed Internet connections.
"We are in the black," Sciandra says. "We
don't have a business loan and we can make
all of our bills while building up our cash
reserves. I went to a venture capital meeting
and a speaker there said 'stay in your garage
as long as you can.' I think we will."
- Sande Snead Fulk ('82)
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Karen McDonald Doyle ('88) and Robert, a son,
Robert Austin II, 4/18/02.

Craig Hershberg ('91) and Koma! Jain {'92}, a
daughter, Reyna, 3/25/02.

Charlotte Cerutti Scott ('94) and Adam, a
daughter, Laura Elizabeth, 3/22/02.

Michelle Robertson McBride {'88} and Mike,
a son, Jared Michael, 5/ 19/01.

Jennifer Mitchell Simpson ('94) and Wayne, a
daughter, Kaila Lynn, 2/15/02.
Randall Belknap {'95} and Amy Warner, a son,
Bailey Larson, 4/24/02.

Deborah Perryman Frye ('89/'91M} and Charles,
a daughter, Lauren Ashley, 6/15/99.

Jeannette Ballve McCafferty ('91) and Leo, a son ,
Austin, 5/10/02.
Christine Dreylinger Paciolla ('91) and Jeff, a son,
Kegan Joseph, 4/28/02.
Nancy Tipton Pawl ('91) and Steve, a son, Andrew
John, 2/24/02.

Jennifer Oneal Cooper Graves ('95} and Pete, a
son, Coby Cooper, 3/13/02.

Joan Honold Paciga ('89} and John, a daughter,
Jill Megan, 5/9/02.

Paul M. Romano ('91) and Heather, a son,
Nathan Parker, 4/9/02.

Kerri Hahn Lancaster {'95) an d John Paul, a
son, John Paul III, "Trey", I 1/5/01.

JaniceAlveyTrusky ('89} and Rick {'90}, a daughter, Catherine Clare, 4/20/02.

Kristen Byler Ramirez ('95) and Mark, a son,
Gabriel Rene, I l/5/0 1.

Dawn Patterson Vaccaro ('89} and Daniel, a son,
Carson Vaughn, 10/22/01.

Heather Michelle Cash Syska ('91) and Gerald
{'89), a daughter, Kendall Hiley, 6/1/02.
Wendy Randall Wall ('91} and Gregory, a daughter, Berkeley Nicole, 4/13/02.

199 Ds

John Bevenour ('92/'94M} and Chenoa Bryan
('90) , a son, Ethan Robert, 3/23/02.

Sheila Grafton Skillman ('95) and Michael, a
daughter, Emily Kate, 5/2/0 1.

Shanon Fogarty Braden ('90) and Thomas, a
son, Alexander Thomas, 4/ 15/02.

Hugh Broomall ('92} and Pam Schumm ('91), a
daughter, Logan Clair, 3/30/02.

Bridges Radick Spiva {'95} and Jay, a son, Wagner Lee, 4/ 18/02.

Caroline Duncker Carlson ('90} and John, a son,
Jack, 2/3/02.

Angela Auton Cochran ('92} and Henry, a son,
Benjamin Conrad, 3/27/02.

Doug Davis {'96} and Jill, a daughter, Kathryn
Mary, 12/2/0 l.

Stephanie Garner Scott ('90} and Matthew {'89),
a son, Jacob Thomas, 5/17/01.

Shira Cline Goodfellow ('92} a nd Herb, a son,
Jordan Reece, 3/21/02.

Adam Lewis {'96} and Pam Kincaid ('97), a
daughter, Emma Katherine, 5/ 2/02.

Jill Haeussler Browning ('91} and Ted, a daughter, Lucy Lorraine, 4/7 /02.

Judy Satterfield Hambleton ('92} and George, a
son, Tyler Douglas, 11 /6/0 I .

Renee Ann Wheelbarger Liskey ('96} and David,
a son, David Cody, 2/7/02.

Pamela Yourey Daoud ('91} and Rami, a daughter, Sarah Nicole, 5/9/02.
Kasey Zachar Haas ('91} and Mike, a daughter,
Michaela Rose, 5/8/02.

Ann Elizabeth Lindblom Henderson ('92) and
Bill, a daughter, Ellen Elizabeth, 3/23/02.
Caroline Gil-Montero Kelleher ('92} and Jack, a
son, Liam Patrick, 5/14/02.

Lucinda Bosley Noftsinger {'96} and John ('85),
a son, Jacob Boyd, 7/8/0 I.
Denise Henry Orndorff ('96} and Eddie, a son,
Lucas Dan iel, 4/29/02.
Stacey Neely Antoine ('97) and Steven ('95), a
daughter, Neely Jam es, 5/16/02.

Melissa "Missy'' Dudley ('89} and Brian Heft, a
daughter, Breanne Bailey, 11/1/01.
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Dana Mozingo ('92/'95M) and Eddie ('91}, a
daughter, Kathryn "Katie" Marie, 3/14/02.

EH UBRIS
Books by JMU Alumni
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Just Be Honest:
Authentic Communication Strategies
That Get Results
and Last a Lifetime
2002 JMG Publishing
By Steven Gaffney ('85)
ISBN 0-9715377-1-2
Is honesty realJy the best policy? " In
the wake of Enron, Andersen and the
Catholic Church incidents, companies are
focusing on honest, effective communication," says Steven Gaffney ('85} . His
book, Just Be Honest, addresses such topics
as reducing time wasted in meaningless
meetings, saying what you really mean
without offense or compromise, alleviating
stress caused by workplace personality conflicts, helping people deliver what they
say they will on time and giving feedback
without offending. From NASA, IBM and
American Express to The Washington Post
and USA Today, Gaffney is widely recognized as an authority on the topics of communication, motivation and leadership.
He is a m ember of the National Speakers
Association and president of the consulting
agency, the Steven Gaffney Company. Learn
m ore his book and consulting agency at
www.stevengaffney.com.

Paige Koontz Sherman ('95} and John, a daughter, Sydney Ann, 8/31/01.

Kate Schaffer Thompson ('92} and Will, a daughter, Elizabeth Macy, 4/16/02.

Whitney Gallier Batista ('97} and Victor, a
daughter, Hailey Jo rdan, 8/ 3/01.
Sheri Bradley Kaupa {'97} and Brian ('96), a
daughter, Corinne Elyse, 4/19/ 02.

Heather Munro Wyland ('92} and Gary, a daughter, Emily Grace, 3/6/02.

Stephanie Kress Moxley ('97} and Ernest "Aaron"
{'99}, a daughter, Aubree Mae, 5/11/02.

William Benton ('93} and Debra Howell, a
daughter, Alexandra Miller, 4/5/02.

Heather Fleischer Swan ('97) and Christopher, a
daughter, Camryn Grace, 11/ 1/01.

Stephanie Raines Caggiano ('93} and John, a
daughter, Katherine Jean, 1/24/02.

Kara Woodson Wrede ('97} and Evan, a son,
Garrett Harvey, 1/29/02.
Sean Reid ('98} and Erika, a son, Aidan Kieran,
4/ 16/02.

Elizabeth Balut Scarborough {'92) and Steve, a
d aug hter, Savannah Victoria, 5/6/02.

Matthew Charleston ('93} and Jenni fer, a daughter, Abigail Elizabeth, 3/26/02.
Trewdee Harding Conrow ('93} and Kevin, a
son, Ethan McDowell, 2/12/02.
Joseph A. Draetta ('93} and Elizabeth, a daughter, Lauren Elizabeth, 5/19/02.
James Edmunds ('93} and Kristy, a daughter,
Madison Avaleen, 3/1/02.
Kimberly Kane ('93} and Matthew, a son,
Maxwell Joseph, 6/24/0 1.
Dave Maddaluna ('93} and Anita, a daughter,
Morgan Leigh, 12/23/01.
Karen Wunder Radcliffe ('93} and Kevin, a
daughter, Megan Elizabeth, 7/17/01.
Janet Lee Moore Rhodes ('93} and Eric, a son,
Jack Lawrence, 5/2/02.
Lesa Daune Goodman Zook ('93} and Jerry, a
daug hter, Sawyer Rachel, 5/2/02.
Rochelle Wingert Buchwald ('94} and Peter, a
daughter, Abigail Laura, 4/25/02.
Caroline Wallace Delaney ('94} and Mark ('93},
a daug hter, Mary Mason, 8/30/01.
Jennifer Hueston Fennessey ('94} and Mike, a
son, Andrew Thomas, 4/2/02.

Michelle Vertrees Taylor {'98} and Keith ('85), a
daughter, Clara Virginia, 3/8/02.
Brandy Palmore Arnold ('99} and Jim, a son,
James "Jake" Hutchinson, 4/20/02.

2000s
Jonathan Casimir ('Ol) and Lucy, a son, Kyle
Ashton, 8/ 5/0 I.

IN MfMORIAM
Catherine Beale Smith Arrington ('27) of Manassas, 4/14/02.
Ethel Driver ('33} of Staunton, 9/ 5/00.
Dorothea Nevils Higgins ('37} of Florence,
S.C., 4/21/02.
Gail E. Trissel ('37/'62M) of Harrisonburg, 4/8/02.
Josephine Rutty ('38} of Richmond.
Celeste Klose ('39} of Durham, N.C., 2/24/02.
Margaret Louise Clark Knutson ('40} of Ottertail, Minn., 5/14/02.
Vivian Fravel ('44) of Sweet Home, Ore., 3/12/02.

LEEOLOU ALUMNI
CENTER BENEFACTOR
For a gift of $1,000 or more
your name will appear inside
the building on a prominent
wall displaying the names of all
major benefactors to the alumni
center. Membership in tl1e club
of Leeolou Alumni Center benefactors publicly acknowledges
the Leeolou Alumni Center's
closest circle of friends.

PAVING STONE

BRICK

Your engraved paving stone
will be set in the center's upper
terrace where large alumni
events are held. The handsome one-foot square stones
cost $600. Each stone demonstrates significant support of the
Leeolou Alumni Center. Paving
stones allow for the name of an
individual or organization and a
brief message.

Engraved bricks will pave
the World War II Memorial
Garden Terrace of the Leeolou
Alumni Center. Each brick
costs $150. Space is available
for your name and class year.
Consider purchasing a brick
for every member of your
family associated with JM U.

To take arltantage of these great opport11nities, for more infon11atlo11,
or to recl'ive fl bl'()cbure call (800) 296-6162 or 11isit wu,11·.jm11.ed11/al11m11Vce11ler.

r------------------------------------------------Gotta new job?
ou just get married?

The alumni office welcomes news for class notes that is
no more than a year old. Please send notice after weddings
and births have occurred and after degrees have been
completed. Is this a wedding notice? Did you remember to
include both spouses' names (including maiden), class years,
wedding date and hometown? Is this a birth announcement?
Did you remember to include both parents' names. class years,
child's name and birth date?
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Please submit your class note to ]MU, Office of Alumni
Relations, Leeolou Center, 2002 Alumni Dr., MSC 4402,
Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
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Is there an addition to

1

I
I
I
I
I

I Full Name

Class Year _____

(include maiden)

I
I Address __________________________

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: home (

State ____ ZIP _ _ __

work (

E-mail - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Spouse (include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

JMU Class Year _ __

Please anticipate that it will take approximately six
months, or two issues, for your class note to appear
in Montpelier. We appreciate your patience.

-------------------------------------------------·
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Phil {'73) and Christina Updike {'73)
... Rewards
... A University

Grow\ng ···
... A Professorship
With an initial gift of $25,000, we've com mitted to endow the $250,000 Paul E. and
Lillieanna P. Beck Professorship in Art and
Art History to honor Tina's parents.

With deep roots in Harrisonburg and JMU,
we've seen the difference that dynamic
teachers make in students' lives. It is to
their benefit to interact with great professors and visiting artists. The only way
to ensure these interactions and truly
grow a dynamic university is through
alumni giving.

We've seen the added value in giving back;
and JMU has given us so much, we wa nt
to contribute. Our philosophy i 'don't
think JMU doesn't need your gift because
you can't give at the highest level.' A th an k
you of any kind means so much. Set a goal
and build to it. The interest from our gift
is helping immediately, and we've set this
endowment goal to benefit future studen ts
in the art and art history program.

Th ere are all kinds of ways to make a difference at /MU. To learn more, please call the )MU Office of Development at (BOO) 296-6162.
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